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This article examines the possibility that the components

of an informationprocessing system all operate continuously, passing information from one to the

next as it becomes available. A model called the

is presented

cascade model

and it is shown to be compatible with the general form of the relation between
time and accuracy in speed-accuracy trade-off experiments. In the model , ex- perimentlLlmanipulations may have either or both of two effects on a processing level: They may alter the rate of response or the asymptotic quality pf the
output. The effects of such manipulations on the output of a system of pro-

essesare described. The model is then used to reexamine, the subtraction and
additive factors methods for analyzing the composition of systems of processes.
The examination of the additive factors method yields particularly interesting
results. Among them is the finding that factors that affect the rates of two
different processes would be expected to have additive effects on reaction times
under the cascade model , whereas factors that both affect the rate of the same
process would tend to interact, just as in the case in which the manipulations
affect the durations of discrete stages. On the other hand , factors that affect
asymptotic output tend to interact whether they affect the same or different
processes. In light of this observation , the conclusions drawn

from several

studies about the locus of perceptual and attentional effects on processing are
reexamined. Finally, an outline is presented of a new method for analyzing processes in cascade. The method extends the additive factors method to an analysis of the parameters of the function relating response time and accuracy.

, 't ;

When we analyze performance in an information- processing task , we often proceed by
assuming that performance may be decomposed into a set of separate subprocesses.
Sternberg (1969a), following Donders (18681869), has noted that we can attempt to study
the supposed component processes themselves
using reaction- time data if we make some
additional assumptions about their temporal

the time required

for another. In practice

these assumptions have usually been embodied
in a model of performance in which the
subprocesses are identified as successive temporal
stages each of which occupies a separate

interval of time. I call this model the

relations. In Sternberg s formulation , the
important assumptions are (a) that only one

discrete

stage model.
Explicitly Or implicitly, the discrete stage

model is the cornerstone of a huge experimental
literature addressing itself to the nature and

organization of mental processes. The logic

component process may be active at anyone
time , and (b) that the amount of time taken

underlying this literature is direct and compel-

up by one component process does notinfluence

if we can find two tasks that differ in that a

ling. If ' the discrete stage model is correct , and
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particular component process

is used

performing one and not ' the other , then the
difference in the time it takes to perform the

two tasks will indicate the duration of the
process that differs between

them (Donders

1868- 1869). By the same token , if we can
find one manipulation that affects the duration
of one stage and a second manipulation that
affeGts the duration of another , then the'
manipulations should
effects of these

two

combin~ additively and ' there should be no
interaction (Sternberg, 1969a).
This logic has been used as the rationale

for some very important theoretical

conclu-

sions. I will mention two examples. (a) Hunt
has studied the difference in reaction times be-

logic ,

this interaction

means " that

context and stimulus

common stage " (Meyer et aI. , 1975 ,

In this article

semantic

quality influence a
p; 107).

what happens if
we take an alternative approach , I Introduce a
I consider

model called the

cascade model

to represent

systems of processes that operate continuously
to let their outputs reflect the situation

represented by their inputs , and I show that
specific versions of the general model are
compatible with the literature on the relation
between response time and accuracy. Then I
reexamine the logic of the subtraction method
and the additive factors method. It turns out
that many of the conclusions based on the
discrete stage model , including those mentioned
above , ar~' open to question. The difference
in reaction time between conditions differing
by the inclusion or exclusion of a single

tween two tasks , one of which requires accessmemory and the other of
which does not (Hunt , 1978; Hunt , Frost
Lunneborg, 1973 j Hunt , Lunneborg, & Lewis

process does not

1975). The difference in reaction times between

unambiguous indication of the rate or efficiency

ing information in

two
tasks is smaller for individuals who
score high on verbal abilities tests. According to
discrete stage logic , this difference indicates
that the speed of memory access is a source of
individual differences in verbal abili ty. (b)
Meyer , Schvaneveldt , and Ruddy (1975)
have studied the time it takes subjects to
recognize visually presented words. They have
found that semantic context facilitates word
recognition and that the magnitude of this
these

effect is larger when the visual quality of the
word is degraded than when it is normal; that
, the effects of visual quality and semantic
context interact. According to discrete stage

necessarily provide an

of the manipulated process. Similarly, the

manipulation of the parameter of t wodifferent
processes sometimes produces additive effects
and sometimes produces interactions. Finally,
I suggest a

method for analyzing systems of

processes in ' cascade ,

extending the additive

factors method of Sternberg (1969a) t9 the
parameters of the curve relating time and
response accuracy.

Do Component Processes Take Place in Strict
Succession?

The basic assumption of the discrete

stage

model is that the components of an information
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Is this assumption correct? Consider as an
example , the lexical decision task used by

Meyer et al. (1975) and many others (Meyer
& Schvaneveldt , 1971 ; Rubinstein , Garfield
Millikan , 1971). The task is simply to deter~

mine whether

a

visually presented letter

string is a word or a nonword and to press one
response key if the string is a word and another
if it is a nonword. We might postulate several
subprocesses in the performaI;lce of this' 1ask.
For example , we might assume that there is an
initial light analysis p"rocess tode~erI11ine the

James L.
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processing act take place in strict succession.

pattern of light and dark; aOfea.tur~analysis
process j letter identi~catioJ), W;9~d

tion ,

.identifica-

and ' decision proces~~~: ?'~Ii.d

response
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selection and execution processes. Having
postulated this or any other specific set of

the outputs of each process are always available

there any reason to

One very influential model that postulates
relationship. between
processes has been proposed by Turvey (1973).

processes we can ask: Is

adopt a discrete stage model and assume

that
none of the processes can begin until the
preceding process is completed? Is it even
any

necessary to imagine that

of the processes

must wait until the preceding process is
completed?
, widely accepted that some

rat ions may take place in
parallcl. For example , it has often been
processing ope

subjects can analyze several

different dimensions or attributes of a visual

input in

parallel. (See Egeth ,

1966 , for a

discussion of these models. ) But when processes
are logically contingent upon each other , as

many of them

this type of contingent

In his

model

, a peripheral visual process

passes information about cTude features of the
input to a

central information- processing

mechanism as the information is

It is , of course

suggested that

to the others.

would appear to be in the

lexical decision task ,

the assumption of

suc-

cessive processing seems more compelling.
We naturally assume that subjects would not

be able to identify the letters in a stimulus
without the results of feature analysis. Thus

the assumption of a strict succession

least some of these processes

of at

seems to follow

from the logical requirements of the task.
Recently, however , a number of theorists
have questioned the view that one component

of processing must be completed before a
sec.ond can start , even when the second

output of the first.
For exaniple , Norman and Bobrow (1975)

extracted

from the visual input. The central mechanism
monitors the output of the peripheral process
to determine the identity of the contents of
the display. The rate at which information is
passed on to the central mechanism is affected
by the contrast , brightness , and other physical
parameters of the stimulus. The rate of processing at the central level

depends on the avail-

ability of input from the peripheral level.
Turvey
paralleluses the term

contingent

describe the relation between the central and
peripheral processes; the processing at the

central level is contingent on the results of
processing at the peripheral level , even though
it actually takes place in parallel with it.
Turvey s assumption of parallel-contingent
processing is implicit in Selfridge

(1959)

model of pattern recognition.
Pandemonium postulates several different
levels of processing, and each level makes use
of the results of processing at the immediately
pandemonium

su~gest that the output of a process

preceding level. Each level actually consists of
a set of
demons or detectors. The demons
work continuously to evaluate evidence pro-

continually available to other

vided by the activations of

process depends on the

may be
processes. In

their . formulation , the output of each process
could be a set of quantities , each one indicating

preceding level and to

demons at the

update their own

activations. Each demon activation is
continuous " variable whose value represents
the extent to which the input to the demon is
possible conclusions about the input is correct.
For ' example , at some instant in time , the . consistent with the attribute of the input
the degree of confidence that one of

several

output of a feature analysis process might

indicate a 20% chance that there is a vertical

the demon stands

for. Several

investigators

have now applied models like Selfridge s to
account for the process of word recognition

, 1976).

line on the left of the input pattern and a 5%
chance that there is a horizontal line across the
middle. A bit later , the same outputs might
indicate values of 35% and 60%. Given that

(Henderson , 1977; LaBerge & Samuels , 1974;
McClelland
Most of the applications of parallel- con-

the outputs are always available , there is no

perceptual processes ,

reason why the letter identification

process

could not be using them as they are changing.
In general , there is no logical reason why any
number of' contingent processes should not in
fact be operating at the same time so long as

tingent processing have been
but " it

in models of
can easily be

xtended to memory processes as well. It has
frequently been suggested that memory consists of a network of associative links joining
memory units called
nodes.
Retrieval of
information from such a network is accom-

~~~ ~~~
~ ~
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DISCRETE STAGES
Figure

1111111111

RESPONSE. EXECUTION

1. The events that occur between the presentation of a stimulus and the execution of a response

according to the discrete stage model and the cascade model. (Arrows represent the transfer of information
from one process to the next , and shading is used to indicate when a process is at work. The blackening ,
of the arrows indicates the degree to which the signals represented by the arrows reflect the stimulus
input. Note that in the cascade model ,

information is transferred between processes all
This aspect of the model is only imperfectly represented by the finite number of arrows.

plished by the spread of activation from node
to node via the associative links (Collins &
Loftus 1975 ; Collins & Quillian 1969 ;
Qu,illian , 1968). There is no reason at all to
presume that the activation of a node in the

postulates:

1. The system

2. Each subprocess is continuously active

working to let its outputs reflect the best
conclusions that can be reached on the basis

of its inputs.

3. The output of each process is a set of
continuous quantities that are always available for processing at the next level.

with time to some asymptotic value. Suppose
the activation of a node depended on ' the
of the input to it-that is ,

is composed of several

subprocesses or processing levels.

network needs to be all or nothing. In fact
Wickelgren (1976) has suggested that the
level of activation of a particular node to
which activation is spreading may increase
stren. ~th

of the time.

4. Processing at each level is based on the

upon the

results of processing at the

degree of activation of its predecessor. Then if

only. Outputs are

several such activation processes were con-

preceding level

passed in only one

direction through the system

catenated in an associative chain ,

we would
have a perfect example of parallel~contingent
processing.

with no skipping

of processes

or bypassing of sub-

processes.

When a set of processes conforms to, these
General Assumptions of the Cascade Model

In spite of the plausibility of parallelcontingent processing systems in several areas
of perception and cognition , we have no general

way of representing them. The model presented
here is an attempt to bridge the gap. The model
is designed to capture the properties of systems

of processes

conforming to

the following

assumptions , the processes are said to be
organized in cascade. The model preseflted
embodies these assumptions , so it is called
the

cascade model.

To relate the cascade model to behavior , it is
necessary to add some way of translating the

outputs of internal processes

into responses.

It is therefore necessary to add some
tions like, the following:

assump-

PROCESSES IN CASCADE

5. The output of a final continuously
response acti'vation

active process called the
process

indicates which of the possible

alternative responses should be executed.

6. Actual response execution is assumed
to be a discrete event that adds the duration

of a single discrete stage to the time between

291

by a discussion of the central assumptions of
the model concerning the temporal dynamics

of processing. These ideas are drawn from the
theory of linear differential equations , which
has many applications in physics. In psychology it has been used in formulating models
of flicker and luminance increment deteCtion

the presentation of the stimulus and the

(Sperling, 1964; Sperling & Sondhi ,

registration of the overt response.

and has been extended to account for some

Figure 1 contrasts a cascade

model and a

discrete stage model of the events taking place

1968)

simple masking phenomena (Ganz , 1975).

between the

Processing Levels and Processing Units

reaction- time experiment. Both models postu-

Following Postulate 1 , the model assumes
that the system underlying performance in a

presentation of a stimulus and
the registration of a response in a schematic

late a number of component processes , and
both assume that information flows in only

one direction with no skipping of levels

feedback. The cascade model also

or

shares

with the discrete stage model the assumption
that the execution of a response is a discrete

event. However; in the

discrete stage model

only one process is at work at a time , whereas
in the cascade model , all processes except

response execution are at work allof the time.
In the discrete stage model , information is

, transferred at the termination of one process
and the start of the next. In the cascade model
the transfer of information between processes
is taking place all of the time.
The Cascade Model
The
presentation of the details ofthe cascade
model begins with some necessary background

task is composed of a number of processes or
processing levels. A simplified example of a
processing system for performing the

lexical

Each
processing level consists of a number of processdecision task is illustrated in Figure 2.

ing units. At perceptual levels , the units are

like demons or detectors for the properties of
stimuli. At higher levels not necessarily directly
involved in the lexical decision task , units
might correspond to representations of se-

mantic features or nodes within a semantic
network. There are also

units for making

comparisons and decisions and units for

indicating which response should be performed.
Units accumulate
Information as activation.

information in the form of activation ,

as in

pandemonium. For example , perceptual units
that become positively activated as a result

assumptions about the structure and function

of the presentation of a stimulus signal the
presence of the unit they represent in the

of individual processing levels. This is followed

stimulus. Perceptual units that

Figure

become nega-

2. P6ssible connections between units at different levels of processing in a simplified hypothetical

- system for detemiining whether a string of letters is a word or a nonword.

j'

j.
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tively activated signal the absence of the unit
they represent. The same general characteriza-

for the effects of word detectors on decision

levels as well.

in a task like the lexical decision task, the
weight constants , in conjunction with the

tion applies to units at other

The level

of activation of a response

unit

units. When a stimulus is presented to someone

the stimulus itself , will

signals the appropriateness of the correspond-

characteristics of

ing response , and so on. .

determine how strongly

The derivation

Linear integrators.

of the

cascade equation , which represents the time
course of activation of units at any

processing level ,

is based 01;1

the

arbitrary

assumption

that all the units at each processing level.are

linear integrators. Linear integrators are very
simple general-purpose processing units. They
simply take a weighted sum of a subset
the
of
outputs of the units at the preceding

level

the stimulus willultimately activate any particular uriit. Cori~

sider , for example , the

stimuli on the

effects of various

cat.

detector for the. word

If a bright , high-contrast , clearly printed

version of the word cat is shown , the detector
presumably reach a high level of.
activation. Visually degrading the ' stirmihls
for cat will

will have the effect of loweringtheeffectiveness
of the stimulus in activa ting all of the relevant.

(Anderson , 1977; Anderson , Silverstein , Ritz
& Jones , 1977). They can be used to perform

feature detectors. Simila.rly, distorting the

a variety of perceptual and cognitive functions.

versions of C , A , and T will have the effect of

Cortical line detector cells are linear integrators , at least over some range of operation:
They combine excitatory inputs and inhibitory
inputs to give their maximal response to a
particular line orientation in a particular

position. Linear integrators can also be used
as detectors for higher order units of all types
including letters , words , propositions , and
others. Of course ,

more sophisticated types of

units may. be required to carry out various
types of processing operations
many

, but in

cases their dynamic properties , which are the
focus of interest here , will be quite similar to
those of linear integrators. The " maximum
units discussed in the Appendix are one
example; for another see the discussion of

comparitor " units in McClelland (Note 1).
The strength
Strength and weight constants.
of the effect exerted by one unit Qn another is
representel in terms of the weight constants

in the weighted sum taken

by the linear
integrator. Consider a unit at some level

and

The asymptotic

index the unit by

- 1 on

effect of the units at level
ani)

(represented by

ani

unit

is given by
L Wj' jaCn- l)j'

(1)

letters so that they are nearly unrecognizable
lowering the effectiveness of the

even if it is not
degraded in the usual sense. Misspellings of the
word will lower theefIectiveness of the stimulus

in activating the relevant word detector , and if

an entirely different word is shown , the
activation of the detector for cat may even
become negative. All of these manipulations

of the stimulus then

will. presumably lower

the asymptotic activation of the detector for
the word cat compared to the first case . In
addition , of course , if the subject' s knowledge
of therelevant transformations is impoverished
at any level , the ultimate activation level

will likewise be reduced. For example ,

where

Wj'j

is the weight of the effect of the
- 1 on unit
at level

at level

n.

, for example , there will be

weight constants for the effects of feature
detectors on letter detectors

, for the effects

of letter detectors on word detectors ,

and

if the

type font were unfamiliar to the subject ,

the
features would not activate the relevant letter
detectors , and therefore the ultimate activation
of the detector for the word cat would probably
be quite low. As this example suggests, the

influenced
by learning (at least at some levels) and they
can be taken as equivalent to associative
strengths.
Thus far we have seen how the cascade
model represents the ultimate effect of activations of units at one level on the activations of
weight constants are thought to be

units at the next level
activation of unit

stimulus in

activating the letter detectors ,

in terms of weight

constants. As shown in the Appendix , these
weight constants can be put together for all
of the units at all of the levels of

a system

processing in

to give a representation

of the

effects of a simulus on units at any arbitrary
level (Anderson et aI. , 1977). But so far we

j.
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have been

the temporal form of the stimulus input and

ultimate

considering only the

effect of the outputs of one level

asymptotic
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on the

of activation of the

initial conditions

different levels. For present

on the outputs of the next. I now consider
how the activations of ' units reach these

units at the

eventual levels as a function of time.

that are suddenly

purposes ,

the analysis

is restricted to stimuli

presented at time

and left on until all events

of interest have

transpired. This situation would arise in most
reaction- time tasks in which a stimulus is

The Dynamics of Processing

The inputs to a unit can be thought of as . instantly illuminated at a point in time
= 0 and extinguished upon
a driving force pushing the activation of the identifiable as
unit toward the level dictated by the inputs. registration of a response. . In deriving the
The central assumption of the cascade model cascade equation , all initial activations are
O. The effects

is that the rate of activation of a unit depends

assumed to be

on the difference between the level its inputs

arising from other sources , such as priming

are driving it to and the level of activation the
unit has already reached. When the discrepancy is large , the change will be rapid , and
when the discrepancy is small , the change
will be slow. This assumption characterizes
the accumulation of charge in a capacitor
and. a variety of other simple physical systems.
input (sudden onset of a stimulus),
Fora
step
it results in an exponential approach to
asymptote. The assumption can be represented
by' a very simple differential' equation. Con-

and response biases , are discussed below. The

Let

in a system of

at level

sider unit
inlet)

processes.

represent the activation level the

activation function can be obtained by solving

Equation 2 for Levell , plugging the result into

the equation for Level 2 and solving again
and so on successively up to any desired
Level

n.

A general solution for an arbitrary

can also be obtained using Laplace transforma-

tions as discussed in the Appendix.

The general solution

The cascade equation.

is called the cascade equation. It

gives an
expression for the activation of unit j at

to a stimulus S presented at
= O. The expression is

processing level
time

and let

input is driving the unit to at time

represent the level of activation the

anj(t)

t.

unit has already achieved at

ani/Set)

where

L Kie~
i=l

ani/s(1

Then the

assumption is represented by the equation

ani/ s

anj(t)).

knj(i"j(t)

(2)

kit

(3)

is the asymptotic activation of

the unit that would result
(anj(t))

of activations

if the stimulus
kis

were left on indefinitely, and the

are the

rate constants of the different processes in the
knj

The constant

it indicates the

The

is called the rate constant;
nj.
.rate of response of unit

the faster

larger the value of

activation of the unit will change

the

system , which are indexed by the subscripti.
The

are constants attached to the various

Kis

exponential terms in the sum. They are given

in response

to its inputs.
In the remainder of this article it is assumed
tJ:1at the rate
kn

for

all

is the same , that is , that
This very important

simplifying assumption allows us to use

represent the general rate of
level

(4)

= iI:
l.,t.i kl

constant associated with each

unit at a given level
knj

Ki

kn

processing at

n.

Since the
activations of the units determine the timing
and selection of responses , we need to derive
The temporal form of the input.

kis

The cascade equation only holds when the
are all different , since when two or more

of the

ks

are identical , the denominators

some of the terms in the product represented
by the
Kis
contain Os. Formulas for the case
in which an arbitrary set of

ks

are equal may
need for
to achieve any

be derived , but there is no practical

these ,

since. it is possible

an ' expression describing how these activations.

desired degree of approximation to equal

will vary as a function of time since the onset
of a stimulus. The expression will depend on

exactly, equal.

by using

values that are almost

' but not

::::=-
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1--1

-=C

1. 0

1--1

-=C

-1.0
-2.

1.0
1.5
T I ME (see)

Figure
3. Activation functions for four different units at the fifth level in an arbitrary hypothetical.
system of processes. (All of the curves are identical up to multiplication by a constant.)

Independence of asymptotic and dynamic
very important property of

parameters.

the cascade equation is that the terms that

vary as a function of time are identical for
every unitat the same processing level , under
the influence of every possible stimulus. The

represents the processing level whose activation

function it describes.
By exploring r
we can find out how the
ee)
activations of units at. Level
vary with time
since stimulus onset. The function . is

only part of the expression that depends
(t)

which unit is considered and which stimulus is

L Kie-kil
i=l

= 1 -

presented is the asymptotic activation of the
unit ani/So This fact leads to a very important

Essentially, r n

conclusion:

negative exponential terms ,

All of the units of the same processing le~l
have the same activation function for every
possible stimulus , up to multiPlication by a
(positi~l e ur negative) constant.

This conclusion is illustrated in Figure 3 ,

in

differing by a multiplicative constant are
shown. Although the curves in the figure do
grow at different rates because of the effect of
the multiplicative constant , each curve reaches
a given proportion of its asymptotic height at
the same instant in time. In cases such as this
equivalent dynamics.

The dynamic portion of the activation function.

Let us now consider the time varying portion
of the cascade equation. This expression is
the cumulative form of what McGill (1963)
has called the general gamma function. I will
designate it by

ee),

where the

is 1 minus the

sum of

where each term
is weighted by a multiplicative combination
of the rate constants. The first thing to note is
that as

goes to infinity, all of the exponential

terms approach 0 , so the expression has an

which several hypothetical activation functions

the curves are said to have

(t)

(5)

subscript

asymptotic value of 1. The asymptotic value
therefore , of the cascade equation is
= 0,

it should be. When

anj/S,

on the other hand

the sum is equal to 1 (McGill & Gibbon , 1965),
and r
(O)
= O. So r
always varies from
et)
0 to 1 as
goes from 0 to infinity.
Effects of concatenating processes.
The exact

shape of I'n(t) (and therefore the time c01use
n)
depends
There are some general facts

of activation of the units of Level
on

and the

about these

kis.

activation functions , however
that turnout to have very ir'nportant implica-

tions for our understanding

produced in

of the

results

experiments investigating the

time course of information processing. Figure 4

PROCESSES IN CASCADE
shows four versions of r

= 1-4. One

for

(t)

can think of the curves as describing the
activation functions of units .

at each of four

asymptote ,

the units of the second process
receive stronger inputs , so their activation
functions grow more quickly. It is for this

successive levels in a hypothetical system of

four processes

, with the asymptotes

so that we may concentrate

equated

on the shapes of

the curves.

The units at the first level
stimulus input

receive the

directly. Their response to

that input is simply the exponential approach

to an asymptote.
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In this case Equation 5

reduces to

= 2 begins with a
relatively slow rise and then accelerates into a
reason that the. curve for

steeply rising section before finally leveling
off. As more and more processes are added
the flat portion gets longer and longer , and it
begins to look as though nothing is happening
initially at later levels. Actually, the activation
is just growing so slowly

at first that it

impossible to detect it.
klt

rI(t) = 1

(6)

The next curve to the left shows the response
of units at the second level. The rate constant
for these units is almost exactly the same as
the rate constant of the units at Level
their activation function
different
because their input depends on the output

is

but

of LevelL If the input came directly to the
second level ,

the response

would be identical
first

in form to the response of units at the

level. However , the units of the second level
get their input from first- level units , which are

only slightly activated at early points after
stimulus onset. As a result ,

the activation

function for units at the second

level grows

slowly at first. As the output of the

the first

making up

units

process approaches

The two processes

that contribute to the

form of the second curve have nearly identical
rate constants , hut the third process , which is
added to determine the form of the third
curve , has a smaller rate constant. This slow
rate constant dominates the resulting activation function , making it grow

much more

slowly, and extending the initial flat portion of
the curve. The fourth curve shows the effect
of adding another process with a relatively

large (fast)

rate constant to the system
represented by the third curve. Here the

effect of adding the additional process is
simply to shift the activation function to the
right. Although the (vertical) difference in
activation between the two curves becomes
~maller and smaller as

00 , the (horizontal)

difference in the time it takes to reach any

1. a

1--1

c:C
1--1

. 40

c:C

o. a
1. a

O. a

TIME
Figttre

4. The response of units at the first , second ,

tD the onset of a stimulus display at time

the second ,

third

(sec)
, and fourth levels ina

1. 5
hypothetical system

=0. (The rate constants are 8. 0 for the first level , 8. 1 for

4 for the third , and 16 for the fourth.
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given level

of activation st~ys rema.rkably

curves have passed the

constant once the

initial portionof the rise.
The mathematical basis for the fact that the
rate of approach to asymptote is do:rninated by
the slowest process in the system is straight-

related situation that arises in biochemical

cascades (Sharney,
Schwartz ,

Wasserman , G~virtz

& Tendler , 1965) that as the rate

of each of the relatively fast processes grows
large relative to the rate of the rate-limiting

process ,

forward. The slope of the activation function

the form of the activa.tionfullctioll
approaches the exponential shifted by the sum

that is , the derivative of r

of the reciprocals of the rate constants , given by

(t)

ks(I-Ts

dt n
(t)

~ co

As

L kKrkil
i=l

for all values of

~ 0 for all i; but the rate of

kil

approach to 0 is

greatest for large

so in

ki,

the limit , the only term left in the sum is the
has the smallest value

ki

one for which

corresponding to the process with the slowest

rate. Thus , we find that
(8)
indexe~ the

subscript

slowest

process. This slope is equal to the slope that

we would get for a single process with rate
k.
(i.e.
shifted over in time:
K . -ks

= k.

/ki

;~s

Since In(1/(1
by

/ki

(9)

K.,

value of

However , as Figure 4 illustrates ,

the approx-

imation is adequate as long as the slowest
proc~ss has a rate constant one-fourth the
fast processes

under

Thus , we observe an important general
property of systems of processes in cascade:

Relatively slow or rate-limiting processes
acti~lation function
whereas relatively fast ones determine where it
determine the slop~ oj the

will begin to rise without altering its slope.

It is worth noting two additional properties

k.

/ ki

1 -

(10)

can be approximated

the size of

/ki,

for small values of

(11)

i~. ki

Let us call this temporal shift
have seen is that the size of
only by the rate constants

T..
T.

of

What we

is determined
the relatively

processes could be permuted in any order and
the same activation function would result.
In addition , it should be apparent that the
general form of the. activation function will not
be very useful for determining the value of

(McGill , 1963). In the absence of converging
evidence , it is generally possible to replace a

process that is not rate limiting with a number
of faster ones and obtain equivalent results.
Does the Model Fit the Data?

The cascade model is a plat!sible alternative
to the discrete stage model , and so it would be
of interest , merely on the basis of its plausibil-

ity, to determine what its implications would

fast processes.

Thus far we have only

(t).

activation functions given by

about the arrangement of the processes in
the system. The rate constants of the

the shift is approximated by

considered what

approaches infinity. In fact , it
can be shown by simplifying a proof for

happens as

zero. ) Of course , most systems will not typically
these limiting cases.

correspond closely to

-ksll- (llks )ln(Ks

- In

/ki)J

oft

expression is

The first is that their form depends only on the
values of the rate parameters and not on their
arrangement. Thus , the shape of the activation
function of a particular unit tells us nothing

find that

;~. 1

;::: O. (For values

of the

of the shift. Inserting the
! In
k.

T.

the value of the

ln IKs ) e

(1/k. )ln(K. determines the size

The constant

T.,

consideration.

1"'00

where the

less than

size of the relatively

r,, (t)

Jim

(12)

(7)

be for the interpretation

of the results of

eaction time experiments. However , before
we undertake such an exercise , it is worth
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establishing whether the model is compatible

with what we know about the time course of
information" processing. There is a small but
growing literature in which the accuracy of
responding is measured at several points in

Z 6.
I- 5.

time after the presentation of a stimulus.. These

? 4.

compare the shapes of

I- 3.

studies permit us to

empirically obtained time-accuracy curves to

the curves that would be generated by a

In the

1. 0
I- 0.

subjects are induced in either of two ways to
respond at particular points in time after the

-..J

One method (the

0:::

presentation of a stimulus.

method; Reed , 1973 , 1976;
Shouten & Bekker , 1967) is to present a

.I

~ 2.

system of processes in cascade.
Response timing in speed-accuracy experistudies we will consider
ments.

I.

W -1. 0

""'::::.h""""

:h""' ......h....h.......'h--.....

-2. 0 0. 0

1. 5

1. 0

response-signal

response signal at different lags after stimulus

..h"

TIME

(see)

presentation and to instruct the subject to

Figure
5. Hypothetical activation functions for the
response unit associated with a yes response in a

respond within a brief period of time after the
presentation of the signal. The other method

yes-no task such as the lexical decision task. (The
solid rising curve represents mean relative activation

(the

deadline

procedure; Fitts ,

instruct the subject to

1966) is to
respond before a

designated amount of time passes , providing
feedback about whether the deadline has been
met. Here , presumably, the response is induced
when an

internal temporal criterion

set in

instruction is met. Both of
these . cases amount to a decision to respond

response to the

based on time alone , as

illustrated by the

vertical line in Figure 5.

The data generated in a particular deadline
or signal lag condition are plotted as a single

point. For simplicity,

it is

assumed that the

responses represented in each point are

all

generated at the same time after stimulus
onset and that the variability in the reaction

times si~plyrepresents variability in the time
it takes to execute the

response. Execution

itself does take some time of course; McGill
(1963) suggests a mean of about . 1 sec , and
I have adopted this value. As an approximation , mean execution time is assumed to be
invariant over stimulus and' signal lag condi-

tions. Response latencies are longer for shorter
signal lags

, but this may be because subjects

cannot help delaying response execution in
short signal lag conditions , in which their
responses are based on very little information
and a little more time has a chance of producing
a big improvemenUn accuracy. An alternative
possibility is that the processing of the response

for stimuli associated' with the yes response

j the solid

flat curve is the mean relative activation for stimuli
associated with the no response. The dotted lines
indicate the variability in

these mean activation

functions j each pair indicates one standard deviation

above and below the mean. Five processes are assumed
with rate constants of 3

, 12 , 24 , and 48. The standard

deviation due to stimuhisvariability is set to 1.0.
signal itself is dc;layed

when it comes imme-

diately after the target. In any case , I assume
that the mean reaction time measured from
stimulus onset ' (i.

, signal lag plus latency)

reflects the state of the

activations of the

response units . 1 sec before.
Response selection and sources of variability.
Response selection in the time-controlled
situation is straightforward; subjects simply

execute the response corresponding to the most
strongly activated response unit atthe instant
the decision to execute the response is made.
Errors in response execution are

assumed to

arise from the presence of variability in the
activations of response units. Two sources of
variability are assumed. The first arises from
extraneous inputs to the response units. These
extraneous inputs result in what are called
base activations

of the

factors might give rise

units. A variety

of

to base activations

including priming and context effects , expectations, and anticipations. When they are
unsystematic , these influences will act as

noise in the set of activations; when they are

-.

-.
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. systematic , they will introduce biases in the
activations of units.
The model assumes that the base activations
stay constant within an individual trial , so

Accuracy. as a function of

In tasks

time.

that. require a yes-no decision , we might
assume ,

following signal detectipn

. theory,

(Green & Swets , 1966; Swets , Tanner

Birdsall ,

the effects of inputs from the preceding level
are simply added onto them. It is assumed for

criterion and exeCtlte a yes response if activa-

simplicity that the effect of the complete
ensemble of base activations is to produce

response unit exceeds the
criterio~and a no response
does not. ,

uncorrelated base activations of the response

seems reasonable to imagine that subjects

units drawn from a normal distribution with

adjust the criterion as time goes on ,

unit variance. This assignment scales

the

activations produced by input. When there is
no systematic bias ,

the mean of the distribution

will be set to zero.

The second source of variability arises from
the stimuli themselves.

We can expect that

different stimulus items in the same condition

1961) that the subjects establish a

tion of the yes

asking, " Is

if it

effectively
the present activation levelmore

indicative of the activation level I should
expect at this point in time if the. correct

answer is yes?" This criterion adjtistmentis
response

tantamount to assuming that the no

unit is activated by the mere passage of time
since stimulus onset. ! In this situation , the

probability of choosing the yes or no response
. will depend on the temporal form of the
recognition task , etc. ) will tend to drive the variation in the activation of the no response
units in the system to different asymptotic unit. Even in the absence of any assumptions
activations (Ratcliff , 1978). The effect of about the form of this variation , We can use
signal detection theory to derive a formula for
differences between stimuli is to add random
variability to the asymptotic activations the accuracy of responses initiated at time
(e;g. different words or nonwords in a lexical
decision task , different old or new probes in a

produced in a given response unit in a given
experimental condition. The variability is
assumed to be distributed normally, with
may vary
The value of
standard deviation
u.
between experiments. When the effects of

stimulus variability are not homogeneous
across stimulus conditions

stands for the

pool~d variability.
Now consider the activation of a response
unit in a typical processing system. Figure 5

indicates both the central tendency and the

at

sec later ,

yes

the observed values of

are based on activations of response

timet

units . 1

sec

earlier. Let

ll/II

unit given a presentation of a stimulus approand let
represent
ll/n
the mean asymptotk activation of the yes

priate to that response ,

response unit given a stimulus appropriate to

Then the
is given
by

observed value of

the no response.
d'

at time

rn(t(t)

(a

II/II ~a ll/n

the

+ u

with the yes response (e.g. ,

rising
curve) or a nOi'esponse (nonword; fiat curve).
I have arbitrarily set the mean asymptotic
a word;

activation to 5 for yes trials and to 0 for no
trials. Although there may be some general
increase or decrease in the activations of the

response unit on

no trials ,

the 0 point

arbitrary, since only the difference in activation
turns out to matter. The stimulus variability
= 1 so that both sources of
parameter
variability make equivalent contributions.

(r

et

1Ji
(13)

lexical decision task , at various points in time
after the presentation of a stimulus associated

represent the

mean asymptotic;activa,tion of the yes response

range of variability of hypothetical activations
of the r sponse unit associated with a
response in a yes- no experiment , such as

actually gel

timet

Since responses initiated at

recorded . 1

where

(t

1J =

1 for

1 a nd 0

otherwise. The derivation of this expression
given in the Appendix. A similar expression can
1 In ordinary reaction- time tasks
responses are
influenced by the similarity of the stimulus to the items
in the
yes
response category (Ratcliff , 1978). In such
cases , it seems reasonable to suppose that those activations that are exciting the yes response unit might also
be inhibiting the no response unit. Although such

influences may be operative in the case of time-controlled responding as well , they would not materially
alter the results.

'0'

'-/
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be derived for the simple case in which the

subject has to categorize the stimulus into one

imated by such a delayed exponential function
given by

of two alternative categories.

et)
where

The Shape of the Time-Accuracy Curl'

lime-accuracy

curve given by Equation 13
for the parameters used in generating th~

response activation functions depicted in
Figure 5. The shape of this curve is characteristic of the curves generated by Equation 13.
. As with the underlying activation functions

this theoretical

time- accuracy

curve stays close to chance. for a few hundred
msec and then increases rather rapidly over a

short period , finally leveling off at some asymp-

totic level. Empirical time-accuracy curves
reported in the literature all have this general

form (see

(t

a(l

tdJ

'-k(H~J),

- e
td

otherwise. The parameter

The solid curve in Figure 6 illustrates the

themselves
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Pachella , 1974; Pew , 1969; and

asymptote of the curve

for

td

(14)

and 0

determines the
k determines its rate

of approach to that asymptote; and

td

rep-

resents the duration of ~he delay before the

curve begins to rise above chance. The only
notable difference between the curve generated
by Equation 13 and Wickelgren

s curve is

that the former has a small initial rise into the

steep rise rather than an abrupt transition.
An examination of empirical time-accuracy
curves reveals that this subtle lip is in fact
present (McClelland , Note 1). Generally, then

the shape of the time-accuracy curve seems to
be very close to what we would expect from
the cascade model.

Wickelgren ,

1977 , for reviews). In fact , as
with the underlying activation functions , the

time-accuracy curves given by Equation
can be closely approximated by an exponential
approach to asymptote following a delay, as
illustrated by the dashed curve in the figure.
Wickelgren (1977) has noted that empirical
time-accuracy curves are quite closelyapprox-

Effects of Experimental Manipulations

Several experiments have examined the
experimental

effects of different sorts of

manipulations on the form of the time-

accuracy curve. The effects of these manipulations are consistent with plausible variations

:00- ---

r'\

:;;00""

0:::

:::J

1. 0

. 50 1. 0 1. 5
T I ME (sec)

Figure
6. The solid curve shows the reIationshipbetween time and accuracy for the hypothetical system
of processes that generated the activation functions represented in Figure 5; the dashed curve is fit

the solid curve , using Wicke)gren s equation.
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r'\

3. 0

(J)

-9-

r-!

...0

Z 2.
1--1

-:.:C

'II IDE -EJR I GHT

0 WIDE-DIM
X NARROW-BRIGHT

a::: 1. 0
1--1

O. 0

. 50

TIME
Figure

(sec)

NO DEADLINE

7. Data from Pachella and Fisher (1969), along with time-accuracy curves generated from the

is based not on
pp. 168- 177) method for translating the expOl;ubntial transform
the activations given by Equation 15 into the bits of information measure used by Pachella and Fisher.
As in the case of Equation 13 , responses at time
are assumed to be based on activations of response
1 sec. See McClelland (Note 1) for further details. Three processes are assumed to
units at time
underlie performance , with the rate of the slowest process equal to 2.7; the rate constants of the other
processes are 20 and 19. 9 in the bright-wide and bright~narrow conditions , 9 and 19. 9 in the dim-wide
model described in the text. (The relation between activation and response accuracy

Equation 13 ,

but on Luce

s (1963 ,

condition. The asymptote parameter is the same for both of the wide spacing
no-deadline

for the narrow spacing condition. The fits to the points in the

were not timed ,

conditions, but smaller

condition , in which responses

are simply the asymptote parameters for the conditions in question.

in the parameters of the underlying activation
into the time-accuracy

function entering

tion of the rate of such a process ,

will simply

shift the time-accuracy

function given by Equation 13.

curve along the time
axis, whereas insertion of a relatively slow

Before considering specific cases , some
important basic facts should be noted. For a

process or manipulation of its rate will alter
the rate of approach to asymptote.

fixed value of

Equation 13 is similar to the

cascade ecuation ,

These general facts are the basis of the

asymptote are separated from factors affecting

effects of experimental
mimipulations described in the following sec-

the dynamics of processing. Asymptotic

tions. In each case , I describe in qualitative

in that factors affecting the

determined by the

difference

d'

in asymptotic

activation of the yes response unit by stimuli

associated with the

yes and no responses.

Factors that would affect the size of this.
difference (degradation ,
uli ,

confusability of stim~

strength of association , etc. ) would not

affect the dynamics of the
time-accuracy curve , but only its asymptote.
In addition , it is easy to show that the timeaccuracy curve is affected in the same way as
the underlying activation functions by factors
that affect the dynamics of processing. Inser-

be expected to

tion of a relatively fast process ,

or manipula-

interpretations of the

terms a plausible interpretation of the effects
of the various experimental manipulations and
show that these interpretations are consistent
with the effects of the corresponding parameter
manipulations on the shape of the curve
generated by Equation 13. In fact , in each case
the data may be closely appr0ximated by the
cascade model , as illustrated by the curves in
the figures.

The effects of spacing and contrast on absolute
judgment.

Pachella and Fisher (1969) studied

subjects ' judgments of the position of a vertical
bar under different stimulus and deadline

PROCESSES IN CASCADE

conditions. On each trial , they presented a
single black bar on a white background. The
bar could appear in any 1 of 10 equally spaced
positions along a horizontal line , and the
subjects had to press 1 of 10 keys to indicate
their judgment of the position.

301

totic performance in

the bright condition

though the difference was not significant. In

view of this , \ve must rethink the matter. It
is likely that a wide range of variation in
luminance would be compatible with effectively

optimal sensory registration.

Of course

, if

and the display was brightly illuminated. In
a second , the spacing of the bars was reduced.

luminance is reduced sufficiently, the stimulus
will not drive the light analysis process to this
maximal effective level. But when the effective
ceiling is reached , the luminance manipulation

In a third , t he wider spacing of the first
condition was used , but . luminance was

of the

reduced. There were three response deadline

maximal effective level. The luminance manip-

conditions , as well as a no- deadline condition
in which subjects were instructed to respond as

ulation can therefore be approximated as a
manipulation of the rate parameter of the

accurately as possible without regard to time.
The results , shown in Figure 7 , indicate that'

light analysis process (see Appendix). Such an

the spacing manipulation lowered asymptotic
accuracy without affecting the shape of the

produce the obtained shift in the time-accuracy
curve , as illustrated in Figure 15.
Effect of imagery. on retrieval of paired

Three different visual conditions were run.
In one , the bars were spaced widely apart

activation . function , whereas the luminance
manipulation shifted the a~curacy function to

light analysis process to reach its

effect of the luminance

associates.

manipulation would

Corbett (1977) used the response-

signal method to examine the retrieval of

the right without affecting the asymptote.

The effect of spacing

wiII only affect the time it takes for the output

on ac~uracy makes

sense if we assume that the presentation of

particular stimulus partially activates

the
response units for neighboring stimuli as

associations studied either by rote rehearsal or

by the use of mental imagery. In trials during
the test phase of his experiment , pairs of

well as the correctresporise unit and inhibits

words were presented , and subjects were
instructed to determine whether the pair was

response units for

stimuli that are some

one they had studied or not (foils were incorrect

index the

pairings of words from the learned pairs).

distance away. Specifically, let

timuli and corresponding responses ,

ing from left to right.

number-

When stimulus

presented , I he activation of response unit
is given by
a,j' fj(t)
where

a,j/j(t)(1

- sly -

After a variable lag, the response

presented ,

signal was

and subjects were instructed to

respond within the next 200 msec.

The data from the tests for both types of
I),

(15)

depends on the spacing of the stimuli.

(This hypothesis is adapted from Luce , 1963.

Activation will be maximal for the appropriate
= j') and will fall
response unit (i. , when

off linearly on either side. The closer

the

wiII be. Since accuracy
spacing, the smi:Liler
of response selection is determined by relative
activation levels, the effect of this assumption
wiII be to reduce asymptotic accuracy when
spacing is narrow.
Now consider the effect of the luminance

manipulation. The first impulse might be to
expect that. this manipulation would also
affect the asymptote of the curve , but the
results do not support this impulse. Asymptotic
performance in the dim condition was

, if

anything, slightly more accurate than asymp-

items are shown in Figure 8. The results were
closely fit by Wickelgren s equation , but the
parameters differed between . conditions. A

good fit to the data was obtained by holding
the rate parameter constant across rote and
imagery conditions. The asymptote parameter
was higher in the imagery condition , but the
delay parameter Was longer. Apparently, then
the imagery manipulation increased asymptotic
accuracy but shifted the time-accuracy func-

tion to the right.
Corbett (1977) suggested that the

might be accounted

results

for by assuming

that

imagery either slowed some process or resulted
in the addition of an extra process

into the

protessing system. A cascade model that can
account for the obtained time-accuracy curves
can be generated from either of these hypotheses. Insertion of a process or reduction of the

~-----------

).
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. x ---=C

X IMAGERY CONDITION

0:::

0 ROTE COND I T ION

O. 0
-=C

1. 0

4. 0

TIME

(sec)

Figure
8. Combined data from early tests of three subjects in Corbett (1977), along with curves generated
by the model described in the text. (Both curves share severi processes in common with rate constants
of 6 , 5 , 15 , 15. , 15. , 15. , and 15.4. The curve fitting the data for the imagery condition includes an

additional process with a rate constant of 9.

rate of a process both have the effect of shifting
the tiine-accuracy curve to the right , increasing the delay parameter of the best- fitting
Wickelgren curve. The curves illustrated in

just like linear.

integrator units (McClelland

Note 1). The outputs of the comparator units
provide the input to a decision unit. that

signals the largest of its inputs and finally

Figure 8 are based on the assumption that

provides the input to the response unit asso-

the manipulation resulted in the insertion

ciated with the yes response. As in the previous
model , the no unit would be activated (if at all)

a process whose rate

(k

of

slightly
rate- limiting

= 9) was only

slower than the rate of the

processes (the two slowest

processes in the

by th~ mere passage of time. This model is
similar to one recently suggested by Ratcliff

simulation had rates of 5 and 6).

(1978); although Ratcliff' s formalism incor-

Reed
Set-sizeeifects in immediate memory.
(1976) investigated the time-accuracy function
for recognition of members of a predesignated

porates only a

set of letters held in immediate

memory

experimental
factor , as in the standard Sternberg task , was
the number of items in the memory set.
One model for this task might be formulated
as follows Before each trial , the memory set
comparator
unit is
is encoded and a special
established for each member of the memory
set. When the probe is presented , it is encoded
(Sternberg, 1966 , 1967). The

and the output of the

final encoding

level

(e. , a set of activations of phonological
features of the probe item) is input to each of

the comparators. The comparator units com-

pute the product of

their inputs from the

memory set items and the probe , so the more

single continuous process

(analogous to the comparison process in this
cascade mode!), the general nature of the

account of the effects of experimental manip~
ulations in the Sternberg memory search task

is quite similar.

In the present model , at least two effec-ts of

the set-size manipulation are possible. An
increase in set size might lower the activation
levels of the inputs to the comparator units
from memory. If these activations are maintained through attention and if attention is
limited , it may not be possible to keep several

sets of inputs

at maximal levels. Lower
memory inputs would result in smaller asymp-

totic outputs of the comparator units , thus
reducing the relative asymptotic output of the
response units. Alternatively, it is possible that

closely the memory inputs and the stimulus-

increasing set size reduces the rate of the

produced inputs to a comparator correspond
the larger its asymptotic activation will be

memory comparison process. It may take some

(Anderson , 1973). Under the assumption that
the memory inputs to the comparators are
static on a given trial , the comparators behave

different comparator units simultaneously.
If so , increasing the number of comparisons

limit~d processing capacity to drive several

would slow the rate of the comparison process.

'-/
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4. 0

r'\

-=C

X SET SIZE
0 SET SIZE 2
+ SET SIZE 4

1. 0

-=C

. 50

1. 0

1. 5

TIME

2. 0

(see)

9. Group time-accuracy functions from each memory-set size and signal- lag condition of Reed
(1976), along with curves generated from the cascade model of performance described in the text. (All
three curves assume a total Df six processes , with five relatively fast processes , k
, and one slow
process for the comparison operation with k =
121m where
is the number of items in the memory set.
The asymptote parameters were chosen to achieve the best possible fit in each signal-lag condition.
Fig1tTe

The results

of Reed's (1976) experiment

(Figure 9) ~uggest that neither of

interpretations is correct by itself.

these

Clearly,

tion. . Fortunately, factors that would
expected to affect the strength of associative
connections tend not to

have noticeable

the . set-sizemanipulation does have a small

dynamic effects.

asymptote effect (although it only shows up in
the data of some of the individual subjects),

For example , when subjects in a semantic
judgment task had to determine whether an

but there is also

exemplar was a member of a

a difference in the rate of

approach to these asymptotes. It appears

then ,

that the set-size

manipulation may have

both of the effects described

above.

predesignated

category, Corbett and Wickelgren (1978)
found that the typicality of the exemplar to
the category

affected the asymptote but not

models of the Corbett (1977) and Reed (1976)

the dynamics of the best- fitting Wickelgren
curve. Further , Dosher (1976) found that

experiments assume that the same manipula-

asymptotic recognition accuracy for fragments

tion has both a dynamic and an asymptotic

of sentences varied as a function of the type

effect. Are dynamic and asymptotic effects
genentlly correlated? The answer to this
question has important implications for the

of fragment , but type of fragment had no

usefulness of the cascade model. The model
assumes that the rate constants of all of the

to whether a manipulation has an effect on information-

Independence of rate and strength effects.

units at the

The

same processing level are equal.
useful

It would be necessary to discard this

simplifying assumption if factors that affected
the strength of the connection between a unit
and its inputs also affected the rate parameter
of the activation of aunit by its inputs. Units

with different strengths would

then have

different rate constants , violating the assump-

2 It may be worth pointing out that the decision
processing dynamics depends on the exact

as

nature of

the model that is being used to interpret the data.

Different models might take the fact that the slope

of the rising portion of the time-accuracy curve
increases with the placement of the asymptote as

evidence that there is in fact a dynamic effect. The only

claim made here is that within the context of the
definition of information- processing dynamics as
formulated for the cascade model , manipulations that
affect placement of the asymptote do . not necessarily
influence the dynamic parameters of the model.

, '
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apparent effect on the dynamics of the time-

time experiments are instructed to respond as

accuracy curve. In addition ,

repeated testing

rapidly as possible consistent with a high

of the same fragment increased the asymptote
but did not affect either the rate or the delay
parameter. Repeated testing of items learned
by rotein Corbett (1977) also had no dynamic
effect. There was a dynamic effect of repeated

degree of accuracy. In the context of a discrete
stage model; this instruction seems reasonable
enough. According to the discrete stage model

testing of items learned by imagery, as
Wickelgren and Corbett (1977) also found.

How~ver , this finding does not necessarily

mean that repeated testing affects

the rate

constants of the units of a particular process.

Corbett suggested that subjects might simply
be learning to bypass the extra processing

initially required to retrieve items learned by

imagery.

In short , the findings are consistent with

the view that factors affecting the strength of
associative connections have little or no
effect on the dynamic properties of the

the output Of the response selection process

becomes available at some particular instant
in time. After that time , the correct response

can be executed; before it , the subject would
simply have to guess. However , in termsofa
cascade model (or as Pachella 1974 , . and
Wickelgren , 1977 , have pointed out , any

other model postulating the avallability of
intermediate activation levels), the instructions
are vague. There is no identifiable instant in
time before which responding would be at
chance and after which it would be perff;ct.
The activations of response units (and , therefore , the

potential accuracy of responding)

hypothesized units. This conclusion makes it

increases continuously, gradually leveling off
at some maximal level. In such a situation, the

reasonable to keep the assumption that the

instruction to respond as rapidly as possible

rate constants associated with all units of the

consistent with a high degree of accuracy has

Same processing level . are equal ,

no specific meaning.

at least for

the processes studied to date. If only from the
standpoint of tractability, this is an extremely
important result , since processing in a system
with units responding at many different rates
within the same level can be mathematically
fair to say that the

cascade model provides reasonable accounts of
the time-'- accuracy data. obtained from a nice
variety of experiments. In '

it becomes very

view of this fact
important to consider its

implications for the

instructions? ' One possibility is that

an implicit deadline

interpretation of the

How do
they set

consistent with a low

enough error rate and respond so as to beat it
(Ollman

cumbersome to describe.

In summary, it seems

The activation criterion hypothesis.

subjects deal with standard reaction- time

1977). However

this possibility

does not explain ithe fact that reaction

times

are different for different experimental conditions , even when these are mixed within the
same block of trials. An alternative possibility
is that subjects adopt an activation
criterion

and respond when activation of a response

results of more standard reaction- time experi-

unit reaches a level that is sufficient to ensure

ments.

an acceptably low error rate (Grice , 1968).
As a first approximation , I will discuss a

Analysis of Conclusions Based
on Reaction Times

On the Timing of Responses

in Reaction- Time

that
subjects select a fixed criterion of relative
activation for each of the two responses,

version of this model that assumes

Consider ,

for example , the activation of the

response unit associated with a yes response in

a yes-no task like the lexical decision task we

Experiments

Weare almost ready to discover the implications of the cascade

model for the interpreta-

tion of the results

of standard reaction- time

experiments. First , however , we need to
understand how subjects decide that the time
has come to initiate a response in these
experiments. Typically, subjects in reaction-

have considered

before. For this case , the

criterion may be specified in terms of the
difference between the observed activation
level
it would be expected to have at the same point.
the yes response unit and the activation

in time after stimulus onset. if the stimulus

were appropriate to a no response (i.

, a

:,.

::. .

...
...,.......... .....................""""""

W.
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nonword). The situation is illustrated in Figure

The model for no responses is simply the
mirror image of the model for yes responses.
The criterion for a no response is specified in
terms of the difference between the observed

activation of the no response unit. and the
activation tbat would be expected if the
correct response were yes. It has been . noted.

(e.g. , Ratcliff , 1978) that no responses are
affected by such factors as the similarity of
the no respo:p.se items to items in the yes
response category. In the present model , this
would be accounted for by assuming that the
no response unit is inhibited by. the same
inputs that excite the yes response unit; Errors

are produced when the activation
incorrect response unit exceeds its

Z 6.
f- 5.

? 4.
-o:t:::

c::::.

f- 3.
-o:t::: 2.

1. 0

f- O. 0

-I
W -1. 0 ...,,::.....................
-o:t:::

0:::

-2. 0 0. 0

(sec)

TIME

of the

criterion

1. 0

Fig1tre 10.

1. 5

lllustration of the fixed activation criterion

before the activation of the correct response

hypothesis of response execution. (The solid curves give

its criterion. The same sources
of . variability apply to the activations of

yes response unit in a yes-no

unit exceeds

response units in this situation as in the case of
time-controlled respondi:p.g discussed above.
An additional potential source of variability,
indistinguishable from. the variability in the

base activations of the

response units ,

is

variability in the placement of the criterion
from trial to trial (Grice , 1968).
The fixed-criterion hypothesis is super-

ficially similar to the

fixed random-walk

criterion that has been used successfully by a

investigators in accounting for
reaction- lime and error- rale data (Link , 1975;
Ratcliff , 1978; Stone , 1960), but it is not

variety of

identical to it. Although it can be shown that
the probability of exceeding any given count

criterion approaches u:p.ity as time in

the

trial goes to infinity, this is not the case for the
fixed criterion in the cascade model , since on

any given trial the activation function for a
particular response unit could end up ata
point below the criterion. In the limiting
case , inwhich asymptotic accuracy of performance . approaches perfection this problem

arise. For the time being, then

the central tendency of the activation function for the
task such as the lexical

decision task for the case in which the yes response is
correct (rising curveJ or incorrect (flat curveJ, as in
Figure 5. An indication of the range of variability
(plus or minus one standard deviationJ is also given
as in Figure S. The horizontal dashed line nipresents
an arbitrary placement of the activation criterion.

below.

effects of criterion relaxation will be discussed
Determining the effects of manipulations on

Experiments that implicitly or
explicitly adopt the discrete stage model use
mean reaction time for each response in each

reaction times.

experimental condition as the basis for inter-

preting the organization of the underlying
processes. To evaluate these interpretations
it is necessary to determine how mean reaction

time will vary with the manipulation of the
parameters of systems of processes in cascade.
An exact expression for mean correct reaction
time can only be computed by detemiining

the exact

distributions of
crossing times
(time to reach criterion) for each respon~e

taking into account the effect of trials that do
not contribute to the distribution because of

to relax their criteria as time goes on to insure

errors , convoluting the obtained distribution
of response execution times with the assumed
distribution of the time required to actually
execute the response , and finally, computing
the mean of this distribution. Luckily, we do
not need to go through all of this to understand

that a response is .

the general character of the effects of experi-

would not

conclusions will be restricted to these ideal

conditions. When mean asymptotic activation
is reasonably close to the activation criterion

it would appear to be necessary

for subjects

eventually selected. The
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mental manipulations under ideal conditions
in which accuracy is high. It is only really
necessary to see how experimental manioulations would effect the time it takes the fun~tion
representing . the mean relative activation
~nction for the

correct response unit (in

FIgure 10, the solid rising curve) to reach the
activation criterion. The distribution of cross-

ing times will be positively skewed for reasonably high placements of the criterion , so the
crossing time for the mean relative activation

function will tend to underestimate the mean
of the crossing times. The extent of this
underestimation is unaffected by manipulations
that simply shift the activation functions

and it is increased (or decreased) by manipula
tions that decrease (or increase) the slope of

the mean activation

function at the point

where it crosses the criterion. This pattern of
divergence does not affect the conclusions we
will reach about the behavior of the correct

reaction time under the influence of the
experimental manipulations we will be interested in. Furthermore ,

as long as response

execution time is unaffected by experimental
conditions (as we have assumed), the exact

and criterion relaxation would have on our
conclusions.
Simple Manipulations of Rate and Asymptote
Parameters

Suppose ~e perform a

reaction':'time experi-

ment m whIch we make a single manipulation
and we find that it increases reaction time
some amount. Ac ~ording to the discrete stage
model , we would mfer that the manipulation
. ~ncreases the. duration of one of theptocesses
system under investigation. In the

m the

cascade model , of course ,

processes do not

have ~urations , but inanipulations might
affect eIther the rate parameter of a process or

the relative asymptotic activation

of the

response units. In fact , a manipulation that

decreases

either the rate of a process or the

relative asymptotic activation will increase the
time it takes the activation function toreath
criterion , as Figure 11 illustrates. These facts
lead to the conclusion that a manipulation
that simply increases reaction time does not

. indicate by itself whether it affects the relative
asymptotic activation or the rate Drone of the
form of. the distribution of execution times
processes in the system. This conclusion is not
cannot affect our conclusions.
restricted to the cascade model , of course , and
The fact that errors take out trials that has been pointed out previously by Wickelgren
would otherwise contribute to mean reaction (1977; Corbett & Wickelgren , 1978).
times is more. troublesome , especially since

errors often occur on trials that would otherwise produce reaction times longer than the

mean. The magnitude

of

the distortion

introduced in this way depends on the relative
sizes of the various sources of variability and
of course , on the error rate itself. This problem

is another reason why firm conclusions must
be restricted to cases in

which error ni tes are

negligible.

actually affect the asymptotic activation level
since in the majority of cases , subjects could

always be correct if they were not under time
pressure. In these sorts of cases , it is natural to

asymptotic activation levels
must reach the same ceiling level in all cases.
However , this natural a ssumption is not
assume that

correct. A

Our analysis , then , applies to a case that is
idealized in two related respects: The model

response criterion remains
flat as time in the trial goes on , and it assumes
that the error rate is negligible. Analogous

assumes that the

idealizations are , of course , implicit in the

discrete stage mo del.

Mter we consider the
model for the

implications of the cascade

time results under
conditions , we shall return to a

interpretation of reaction-

these ideal

In many reaction- time experiments , it may
seem odd to suggest that a manipul~tioncould

brief consideration of the effects that errors

d'

of about 4 or 5 is sufficient to

produce pe~formance levels that are perfect

for all practIcal purposes , but there is no reason

why relative activation

levels

. could not

compatible with d' s of 10 or even 20. Thus , the
~ere fact that accuracy would reach perfection
each of two experimental conditions if

subjects were given unlimited time is not
sufficient evidence

. that the

manipulations

tion levels.

produce the same relative asymptotic activaC?f c

~urse , it is possible that the re is a ceiling

actIvatIOn level somewhere in the system of

../

:/
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2. 0

-c:C

1-1

1. 0

-c:C

a::::

1. 0

TIME

1. 5

(see)

Figure
11. Ambiguous effects of rate and asymptote manipulations in reaction- time experiments. (The
dashed curve differs frol1l the solid curve in the rate of one of the processes , and the dotted curve differs

from the solid curve only in the asymptote.

forces equal activation levels

ing discussion , the fact that subjects could

when accuracy levels get very high , but there
is no necessary reason to suppose that there are

usually read the degraded words correctly
does not demonstrate conclusively that the
degrading manipulation did no~ have an

processes that

such ceilings at

interesting levels. We may

reach the ceiling on our measuring stick long
before we reach a ceiling on the actual internal
activations themselves.

Stimulus quality and lexical decision.
large number of studies are subject to multiple

effect on relative asymptotic activation levels.
Although rate and asymptote manipulations

will tend to have indistinguishable simple
effects , we must be careful to distinguish

interpretations on the basis of this conclusion.

between them conceptually. It turns out I hat
manipulations that affect the rate parameter of

For example , Corbett and Wickelgren (1978)
point out that the effect of typicality on

affect the relative asymptotic activation level

reaction time in semantic verification

in factorial combination with other manip-

tasks

could be due to an asymptote rather than a

rate effect. As another example , consider the
finding of Meyeret at. (1975) that degrading
the visual input increases the time it takes to

make a lexical decision. This finding is compatible with the possibility that degrading slows
the rate of some process or with the possibility
that it reduces the size of the difference in

a process behave differently than those that
ulations.
The Effect of Insertion of a Process: The
Subtraction Method

Danders s (1868- 1869) subtraction method
attempts to measure the duration of a compo~
nent of an information- processing system by

asymptotic activation of the yes response unit
on word versus nonword trials. Just such a
reduction would be expected if degrading made
it more difficult to ' tell what visual features
were present in the displays , since the effects of
degrading would be expected to carry through

taking the difference in reaction time between
a condition in which the process is present in

to affect asymptotic activation

with no alteration of the other processes ,

at the

final

processing leveL And , according to the preced-

the system and a condition in which it is not
present. The method is based on two assumptions-(a) that the experimental manipulation

actually does result in the insertion of a process
and
(b) that insertion of a process will result in

......

...

. .
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1,0

1. 0
..c

..c

..c
-.J
0:::

1. 0

TIME

(see)

12. The effect of insertion of a process with a rate constant of 15 into base systems containing
relatively fast processes. (Panel a illustrates the effect of the insertion into a system containing two .
processes with rate constants of 30. In b the base system contains 4 additional processeS with rate
constants of 30. In cone of the rate constants of the base system in a has been reduced from 30 to 15.
In d the asymptote of the base system in a has been reduced 25%.
Figure

the addition of a fixed time interval to the
reaction time , independent of
other
processes in the system. Sternberg (1969a

the

1969b) ho

s pointed out the difficulties with the

rocal of its rate constant and therefore delay
the time it takes the activation function to
reach the . criterion , as we saw .earlier in this
article. Of course , it is understood that one

processes must be substantially

first assumption , but it is probably true enough

the other

in some situations for a brief examination of

slower than the inserted process. Invariance
is good as long as the rate of the inserted
process is four times that of
slowest

the second to be worthwhile.

The assumption that an inserted process
adds an invariant amount . of time follows
naturally from the discrete stage model , but
would there be an invariant effect in a system
of processes in cascade? It turns out that

the

process in the base system.
Matters are more complicated when th~

inserted process is among the slowest

in the

system , even if it, does not alter the asymptote. .
In this case , the size of the il'.crease in reaction
time will depend on the relative placement of

insertion will have an invariant effect as long
alter the
asymptotic activation level of the response
units , and (b) it is not a rate- limiting process.

asymptote ,

When these conditions hold , the inserted
process will simply shift the activation function

insertion of a process that has a relatively

as (a) the inserted process does not

to the right by an amount equal to the recip-

criterion with respect to ' the
Figure 12. The
reason the effect is not invariant is that the
the accuracy

as illustrated in

slow rate constant will reduce the slope of the

~""~

'-"'
:;::.
:;:.'

,"",

''

"-~
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time-accuracy curve. , In fact , if, the inserted
process is not the slowest but is within a
factor or two of the rate of the slowest process

il), the system , the effect on the slope of the
curve may be noticeable. As the rate of the
slowest process other than the inserted
process increases ,

the magnitude of the effect

of the placement of the criterion increases.

Thus , insertion of a relatively

size of the effect will depend on the placement
of the criterion with respect to the asymptote
and on the rate parameters of other relatively

slow processes in the system.
Even more complications arise if the inserted
process affects the asymptote of the - time-

as illustrated in Figure 13.

If the inserted process lowers relative

totic activation

asymp-

, the magnitude of the effect

of insertion will increase as the

Table 1

Same " Reaction Time for Physically Identical
and Name" Identical Stimuli

Stimulus

High verbals Low verbals

Name identical
Physically identical
, Difference

588
524

632
542

slow process

will tend to increase reaction time , but the

accuracy curve ,

309

placement of

Note.

From Hunt , Lunneborg, and Lewis (1975).

the criterion is moved higher on the relative

activation scale. On the other hand ,
inserted process

increases

if the

relativ:e asymptotic

activation , the effect of the insertion of a
process will actually decrease as the placement

of the criterion with respect to the asymptote
increases , to the point that reaction times can
actually be faster in the condition inCluding the

inserted pro~ess.

In summary, it is apparent that the insertion
of a process into a system of processes in

cascade can have an

invariant effect

on

reaction time , but only under a very specific
set of conditions. The inserted process must
be relatively fast compared to the slowest
process in the system , and it must not affect
the asymptotic activation of response units.
Otherwise , the size of the effect of the inserted

3. a

2; a

process on reaction time may vary with other
parameters of the activation function or even

'-"' La

simply with the location of the response

..c

criterion in relation to the location of the

asympto te.
Verbal ability and memory , access.

I- o.

The best
known application of the subtraction method
in the contemporary literature can be found in
analyses of individual differences in the letter-

o~ a

..c

matching task developed by Posner and

..J :3. a

Mitchell (1967). In this task , subjects view
pairs of letters , which are either physically
identical (A A), name identical (A a), or

2. a

different , under two

instructions-(a) to

respond same if the letters are physically
identical (PI condition) or (b) to respond

same if the letters are identical in name (NI
~ondition). For the average subject , the time
It takes to respond same to physically identical

o. a

TIME
Figure

(sec)

1. a

13. Effects of insertion of processes that alter

(Iii panel a , the inserted process
lowers the asymptote; in panel b , it raises it.

asymptotic accuracy. '

pairs is something less than 100 llJ,sec faster
than the time it takes to respond same to

name- identical pairs.
Hunt and his collaborators (Hunt ,

Hunt et al. ,

1978;

1973 , 1975) have taken the

~.:.=-
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CJ 3.

1-- 2.
4::

L 0
1--

(L 0, D

D. 0

L 0

L 5

L 0

TIME
Figure

1". 5

(sec)

14. (a) The effects of joint manipulation of factors affecting the rate parameters of two different

processes , and (h) the etIects of joint manipulation of factors affecting the rate parameter of the same
prOl:CSS,

Nt- PI ditIerence

as a retlection of Lhe extra

So long as we hold to the view that processing

. names of

stages occur in strict succession , such a

pro(essing required to access the

letters. They have

shown that the NI-

dilTerence is correlated with performance on

vedxd abilities tests. From this correlation
t hey have concluded that the efficiency of
activat ing memory codes for familiar stimuli

is correlated with verbal ability. No very

difference in the base reaction time " need not
cloud our interpretation of the NI-':PI dif-

ference. But will the NI- PI difference provide
a stable indication of the rate of" accessing
information in memory if we assume that the
processes operate in cascade? The answer is

explicit model is presented , but 1 think what
follows describes at least one version of the
implicit model underlying this conclusion. It

that it might , but it does not

is assumed that performance in the physical
match task requires several componentpro-

effect on reaction time if the inserted process is
not rate limiting, and if it does not affect the

cesses leading up to the

formation of visual

codes for the two display characters ,

followed

by a comparison process , a decision process
response selection process

, and finally, a

response execution process, It is also assumed
t hat the dei ermination that two stimuli are

identical in name requires the insertion of an
additional memory retrieval process between
visual encoding and comparison. The comparison opera! ions are though t to be at

least

roughly equivalent in the Iwo cases.

Typical results of the NI- PI task , as a
verbal ability, are shown in
Table 1. As in this case , there is generally a
function of

(litTerence in

react.ion times in the PI task

het ween high and low verbal subjects , as well
as a difference in the size of the NI-. PI differnu' , Within Ihe context of the discrete stage
I1)(HIeI ,

relleds a difference
1 ban accessin~

task presumably
some process other
1'1

the ditTercnce in the

in

name information in memory.

necessarily;

Insertion of a process into two different
environments will only have
invariant

an

asymptotic accuracy of performance. It

by no means

clear whether either of these

assumptions is correct. In particular , it may
very well be that there is a difference in
relative asymptotic activation levels between
the NI and PI tasks. Although it is probably
correct to assume that all of the subjects

studied know . all of the letters well enough
to avoid making mistakes in identifying the

letters if they are given

unlimited time , this

that:. relative asymptotic
activation reaches the same level in both tasks.
Thus , these . data leave open the possibility
that the larger size of the NI-PI difference for
high verbal subjects is due toa difference in
is not a guarantee

some process other than accessing memory

codes.

in all fairness (and for the record) it must

be noted that Hunt (1978)

has produced

considerable converging evidence ' in favor of
the conclusion that accessing information in

- ,
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, memory is a source of differences between high
and low verbal individuals. The conclusion
is not based merely on the NT-PI difference

but on evidence from a variety of other tasks
as well. And in fad , Jackson (1978) has been
able to eliminate the difference in the

condition; at the same time , the NI difference
remains. When the , base reaction time is the
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How good is the additivity and over what.
range of variation does it apply? It appc~lrs to

be extremely good. Additivity is virtually
exact if the rate constant of either of the (wo

manipulated processes

is at least four t inws

the rate of the slowest process in the system at
all levels of both factors.

, Even outside 1 his

range , additivity is surprisingly good. I have

same , the inference that the supposedly
inserted process is responsible for the difference

performed several factorial simulations of the

between groups is somewhat more compelling.

elements in different systems of processes to

Factorial ManiPulations of Parameters:
Additit' e Factors?

time it takes the activati(m of the response

reach different crit erion levels. In one (if t hesc
simulations , which is representative , a total
of six processes were

assumed. Four of the
base prn(('Ss(',s

processes ,vere invariant

Except in the study of individual differences

we are usually not so much interested in the
actual parameters of a particular process as

are infts nature and function. If ,ve adopt the
discrete stage model ,

Sternberg (1969a) has

. shown how we can use experimenta fmanipulations that are assumed to selectively influence

specific stages to study what stages are affected
by other manipulations. Within the discrete
stage model ,

the assumption that one experi-

mental manipulation influences the duration
of one stage and another manipulation
influences the duration of another stage leads

to the conclusion that the two factors will have

1111af

fected by experimental ,

base processes

had a

factors. One of the
relatively slow rate

constant of 2. 5. The other three base processes
were assigned rate constants of

20. The rate

constants of the remaining two processes were
varied factorially from 2 to 50. The results of
this simulation , for a criterion located
7S(lt,
of the way to the asymptote , are shown in
Figure 15. As the rate constants of the two

processes are varied over the range from 2
, they have neariy completely additive
effects.

When manipulations of the rates of two
processes are arranged in such a way that they

same stage will generally interact with one

switch roles as the rate- limiting process , the
additivity does break down. Making a pr()("es~
rate limiting increases its c!Tt:ct. on the upper

another. By determining whether combinations
of factors interact , we ' can therefore determine
whether they affect the duration of a common
'stage. This analysis is based upon the discrete

effect than it would have had if the first.

additive effects on reaction time. On the other
hand , factors that influence t he duration of the

, stage model. If we adopt the cascade model

the logic is only partially correct.
We have seen before that rate constants of
the relatively fast processes

determine the siz

of the shifting effect these processes exert
the activation function. This means that if we

manipulate the rate of a relatively fast process
in: factorial combination with a manipulation
of the rate of another process ,

the magnitude

of the effect of the manipulation of the fast
process will be the same at both levels of the
factor that affects the rate of the other process.

This will be true even if , as in Figure 14a, the
other process whose rate is manipulated is a

relatively slow process. The result , then , will
be additivity of the two effects.

portion of the activation function. This means
that when one of the two processes is relatively
fast , the other will have a relatively greater

process had been slow. The magnitude of this

effect becomes

greater and greater as the

asymptote is approached. This sort of situation
results in an
underadditireinteraction
between
the two processes. However , the underaddi t i

ity is slight

for reasonable criterion levels

(50%-90% of asymptote) and would probably
go undetected in the normal reaction- time
experiment. For example , r have not been
able to simulate any of the reported instances

the
literature in this way. So as a rule of thumb
we can conclude that factors that affect the
rate constants of two different processes will
of underadditivity that I know of in

have additive effects on reaction times.

~'-/ .
.......,.
(j)

...
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process.

15. Simulate d results indicating the additive effects. off;Lctorial manipulation
affecting the rate constant ora djfferent

Figure

What about two factors that both affect the
process? Assuming that the
manipulations each reduce the rate constant
by a fixed proportion , the result will be

rate of the same

interaction of the overadditive type: At the

level of one factor

that produces

longer

reaction times ,

the other factor will have
greater affe ~t. The reason for the overadditivity
is that a proportional change in the rate of a
process will make a larger difference if the rate
is already slow than if it is fast. This situation

oftwofactors ear;:h

asymptotic output ofa process ,

the results are

different. Consider first a manipulation that
affects the relative asymptotic activation levels
in conjunction with a manipulation of the rate
of a relatively fast process (Figure 16a).
These two manipulations will have ad,ditive
effects. The reason for this is that the shifting
effect of the manipulation of the rate parameter

is independent of the placement of the asymptote. Note , further , that thisistrue regardless
of the level at which the asymptote manipula~ .

is illustrated in Figure 14b. We can conclude
that factors that affect the rate of the same

lion actually has its effect. , Wec()uld lower

effects.

the association betweenstiIJluli and designated
responses , or by making the stimuli associated

process will generally have interactive

Taking this conclusion

together with the
additivity of manipulations that affect the

rate parameters of different processes , we find
that additive factors logic applies to systems
of processes in cascade , as long as the faCtors

the asymptote by visual degradingj by; reducing

with different responses more similar; this
manipulation would have the same additive
effect when combined with a manipulation

that affects , say, the rate of activationoi

only affect the rate constants of the processes

associa tions.

under consideration and do notalter relative
asymptotic activation.

Now consider a manipulation of the asymptote of a process in conjunction with a manip-

When one or both of two factors affect the

ulation of the rate of the rate~ limiting process

......
::;::.
--'
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Figttre
16. (a) The effects of joint manipulation of the rate parameter of a relatively fast process and the
asymptote of the relative activation function , and (b) the effects of joint manipulation of the rate
parameter
of the rate- limiting process and the asymptote of the relative activation function.

(Figure 16b). The rate constant of the ratelimiting ' process determines the rate of growth
of the curve to a constant proportion of its
final height , and the asymptote determines
what proportion of the final height is needed
to reach the criterion. Their joint manipulation
will therefore result in an overadditive interaction. Again

since asymptote effects

are

indistinguishable as to level , it does not matter

where the asymptote manipulation actually has

actions as long as the rate manipulation applies
to the rate- limiting process. Of'course , whether
a process is rate limiting is to some extent a
matter of degree , as noted earlier in discussing
the effect of the insertion of a process. Manipulations of the rates of processes whose rates
are close to the rate of the slowest process will
produce slight interactions ,,"ith asymptote
manipulations.
What happens when

two

factors that affect

its effect. Thus , we see that rate and asymptote

the asymptote are manipulated? The result

manipulations will produce overadditive inter-

will generally be an overadditive interaction.

, I---j

oc:C
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Figttre

17. The effect ofjoint

manipulation of two factors affecting the asymptote of the relative activation

function. (Each manipulation 'reduces
it would otherwise achieve.

relative

asymptotic activation by a fixed percentage of the value
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'fa:b'le 2
CiJin/ptinson of Inferences Derived From the Discrete StageM oilil and the Cascade Model

Condition

CasCade model

Discrete stage model

If fadorsinteract

They affeCt the rate of the same

They. a1Iect the duration

process

of the same process.

th~y poth. affi:Ct relative asymptotic.
activation
one

ffeCts the rate of the rate-

limiting.

process arid the other affects the
r~lative asymptotiC activation.

Theya ffett the durations

If effects are additive

Th~y affeCt the rates of different
proceSSes

of different processes.
or

one affi:(:ts the ratedf

a fast process

arid the otheraffeds the asymptote.
f an
ror rates. Thelo
iritetaction:

Infererices from the cascadeJ.hodel assume a. :fixed critetioriaridveiy
Note.
asymptote effect cannot be determined from the pattern ofadrlitivity arid

The case in which two manipulations

each

reduce the asymptote by a fixed percentage is

Figure 17. An

e~en.
illustrated in
overadditive effeCt is produced if

largCt

the two'

manipulations each have additive , rather than.
propottidnaJ effectson the asyrnptqte. We wili
consider a manipulation that wourdgive rise
to stich an effect in the next sectibn.

The conclusions

I

have described are

summarized in Table 2. We can see
cascade model paints a

that the

more complicated

picture than the discrete stage model. As lqng
as the asymptote is u'fiaffected , the two models

low er

cu.s o

Consider . again the lexical deCision
experiment . of Meyer et al. (1975). As pre~
viously mehtioned , these authors studied
lion.

to
decide whether a string of
letters was a word Or a . nortword and manip:re~ctidh time

of

mated the visual quality

th~ display of the

target , word iti factori~lcombinatidn with th~

relatedness of a preceding cdntext'Yotd to the
target. The tesUltwas andveradditive interac-

tHin of the quality and relatedness - factors. .
Relatedness had a stro'nger effect forde.l~raded
than

intact ",bids ,

for

. Atcording to the

as i!1ustrated hi Table 3.

discrete stage model , these

have the same implications for the interpretation of reaction- time data , but as soon as

resuits suggest that priming. . and degrading

admit the possibility that a manipulationm:ight
affect the; symptote , several more possibilities
arise. The conclusions sUlllmariied in Table 2
have implications fOT the interpretation of the

comfudn stage. Since

the stimulus with dots have their effects on a .
it appears likely that
degrading with dots affects a relatively early
stage , Meyer

et a1.

(1975) suggested that

results of several experiments in the literature.

priming may affect an early stage as well
perhaps the translation of a , visual ieptesenta-

Reexamination of Interpretations of lrtteractions

Table 3

Based on the Discrete Stage Model EffeCt of Stimulus Quality and Priming on
Reaction Time
In this section I reco'nsider some of the
interpretations of interactions based on the
discrete stage model with the foregoing analysis
in mind. What we will see , in general, is that

overadditive interactions that have been taken
as evidence that two . factors affect a coinmon

process need not be so taken after all.
Locus of the effect of context ht word recogni-

Stimulus

Intact

Degra!ie4

Unassociated
Associated
Difference

566
528

728
657

Note.

(1975).

From Meyer , Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy
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1. 0
1--1

1. 0
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1--1
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TIME
Figure

(see)

18. (a) Activation functions for the target word detector under normal (upper pair of curves)

and degraded (lower pair of curves) conditions for words preceded by related (solid curves) or unrelated
(dashed curves) context, according to the model described in the text. (Four processes are assumed with
rate constants of approximately 25. ) (b) Activation functions for the yes response unit under the same
four conditions. (The two added processes have rate constants of 10 and 8. The parameters were chosen
to approximate the results of Meyer et al. (1975Jj reaction time is 100 msec longer than time to reach
the criterion indicated by the horizontal line.

tion into graphemic codes. However , the

due to the joint effects of two factors each

affect. a common

affecting asymptotic activation or to the joint

process does not follow if we adopt a model in

effects of a factor affecting the asymptote and
another affecting the rate of the rate- limiting
process. In other words , the two factors could
well be influencing different processes.

conclusion that the factors

. which the processes operate in cascade. As
Table 2 indicates , the interaction could be
due to the joint effects of the two factors on
the rate parameter of the same process , as

Meyer et al. suggested ,

but it could also be

In fact , a quite simple interpretation of the
Meyer et al. re.sults may be given in terms
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the simplified cascade model of the lexical
deCision task that

hajs been used for-illustrative

ptirpbSeS throughout this article. Recall that
this model (illustrated in Figure 2) postulates
light , feature , letter, and word analysis processes , a decision precess , and a final response
activation process. All processes consist simply
' linear integrators ,
yes

process; in which the

except the decision
response unit is a

maximum unit driven by the largest

of the

outputs of the word analyzers. In this. model
it seems rellsonable to assume that degrading
affects the . asymptotic output of feature
analysis. The dots' would be expected to
for
produce spurious activations of detectors
display
and
to
features not present in the
for
features
for
detectors
reduce activations
that are present in the display. This degradation effect would be propagated all the way
through the system , reducing the relative
asymptotic activations of the appropriate

letter , word , decisiqn , and finally, response
units; The effect of relatedness may be placed
at the word detector level. We could simply
adopt Morton s (1969) assumption that related
context wol'ds produce base activations of the
detectors

. conjunction with, the

probability manipula"

tion. In terms of the discrete stag,e

interaction would indicate

mod~l , the

that deg~adiQg,

with dots affected the same stage as the
probability manipulation, presumably a stage
having, to do. with the visual processing of. th~.
figure, but that contrast reduction affeGted a
different and therefore presumably ~ar,lier
stage. However , the results can be interpreted
in terms of a cascade model' in which the effects
of the probability manipulation

. and .

the

degrading manipulation are placed at com-

pletely different levels. Perhaps contrast
reduction influences the rate of

apProach of

the output of an early light analysis. process
to its effective ceiling, whereas dot degradation

lowers relative asymptotic activation by
affecting the output of the feattire analysis
process. These possibilities are consistent with
the effects of contrast reduction in PacheUa
and Fisher (1969) and with the interpretation
for
of the effect of dot degrading given earlier
the results of Meyer et a1. (1975). If we accept
these contrasting interpretations of thest.:' two
different kinds of degrading, we would expect
to find Miller s results eVen if the probability

words a15sociated with the context.
model , relatedness and degradation

manipulation only affected the asymptotic

the target word.

profuability manipulation affects the rate ofa

for

In this
will have additive ~ffects on the asymptotic
for

activation of the detector

The relatedness wilt determine the starting
activ3.tion of the

detector , and the visual

quality of the tatget display

will determine

how high the activation function will rise
above this starting level (Figure 18a). These
effects will be carded through to the final
response? ctivation level (Figure 18b), with
some minor distortion at the low end owing to
the behavior of the

maximum unit (see the

Appendix). As the figure illustrates , the time
it takes the activation functions to cross the

response criterion is increased more by degradation when the word is preceded by unassociated
for
the interaction.
context , thereby accounting
Differential effects of degrading by dots and by
The cascade model suggests
contrast reduction.
a simple interpretation of an interesting pattern
of results investigated by Miller (1976).
Miller found that degrading with dots pro-

unit5. The results are
also consistent with the possibility that the

activations of re~ponse

limiting. In
, the analysis suggests that Miller
pattern of results is consistent with effects of
the probability manipulation on processes
late process if the process is rate
either case

that have nothing

directly to do with the

figure. Of course , I do
not mean to argue against the possibility that
visual analysis of the

probability influences an early processing level.

The point is only that the pattern of additivity
and interaction obtained by Miller is consistent
with an alternative interpretation.
Finally,
Attention and word recognition.
consider the intere,sting expeI'iment of Becker

(1976) on the locus of the effect of attention in

word recognition. Becker s
perform a

subjects had to

lexical decision on a visually

presented word while carrying out a secondary
task requiring responses to _presentations of
tones. The two factors manipulated were the

probability of stimulus occurrence , butdegrad-

frequency of the word iIi the lexical decision
task and the complexity of the secondary

ing by contrast reduction had additive effects

task (simple or choice

duced an

overadditive interaction with the

reaction). Word

fre-:

PROCESSES IN CASCADE
quency and secondary task complexity pro-

. duced an overadditive interaction for reaction
times in both the primary and the secondary
task. The choice task produced generally
longer reaction times , and the effect of word
frequency on reaction time was greater when
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stages. For example , Meyer and Schvaneveldt
(1975) , have suggested that degrading letter

strings by dots might directly affect the output
of feature analysis , and therefore indirectly

affect the duration of a matching process that
compares the results of feature analysis against

task requires more attention than performance

representations of words stored in memory.
Priming, , then , could directly affect the
matching process , and the interaction of
priming and degrading would be explained.
Similar sorts of interpretations might be

in the simple secondary task , the interaction

given for the interactions of dot degrading and

would suggest

that lexical access requires
attention. However
conclusion only

stimulus probability in Miller (1976) and for

follows if we accept a discrete stage model.
A simple cascade model can be formulated as

ary task complexity in Becker (1976).

the secondary task required choice,

According to a discrete stage model , if word
frequency affects the process of lexical access
and if performance

. in the

choice secondary

this

follows: Assume that the rate of activation
response units depends on attention and

of

that

the interaction of word frequency and secondPerhaps the reason why such interpretations
generally been suggested lies in an
implicit tendency to think of the output of a
have not

the, asymptotic activation of the detector for
the word depends on word frequency. Then

processing stage as a discrete code or set of

words of lower frequency will produce lower

quantities. Certainly this

asymptotic activations of response units. The

for some of the processing

codes ,

rather than as a set

of continuous

tendency is strong
stages that have

lower the asymptotic activation , the more the

been postulated.

attentional demands

response activation level to reach the response
criterion. This account explains the effect of

natural to think of the output of a stage called
stimulus identification
as a code indicating
what the stage has determined that the
stimulus is. Given the assumption that the

the secondary task on the reaCtion times in the

output of a stage is such a discrete code; the

of the

secondary task

will increase the time it takes the output of the

primary task. To account for the reaction

times in the secondary task , we need only
suppose that the full resources required for
efficient performance in the secondary task

are not freed until the response in the primary
task is initiated.

For example , it seems

duration of the stage and even the

its output might be affected

accuracy

by stimulus

degrading, but we would not. expect either the
duration of the early stage nor the accuracy of

its output to affect the duration of later
processing stages. An example of the applica-

Indirect effects within the discrete stage model.

tion of this reasoning can be found in the

These reinterpretations of interactions do not
depend on acceptance of all of the assumptions

experiment of Sternberg (1967). This experiment compared reaction time to determine

underlying the cascade model. As Sternberg

(1969a , 1969b) has noted , interactions of this
type may be produced by indireCt effects:
Factors that

affect the output of one stage

can indirectly influence the duration of
subsequent stage. It turns out that it is
interpretations of the

possible to frame

whether a probe letter was a member of a
predesignated memory set , using both intact'
and dot- degraded probes. In the first session
degrading affected the slope of the linear
function relating reaction time to number of
items in the memory set: The size of the
set-size effect was greater for degraded than

in teractions considered above in: terms of
models in which the two factors manipulated
have their direCt effects on differentprocessing
stages while maintaining the assumption that

for intact probes. If we do not think that

processes operate in striCt temporal succession.

code), the finding that degrading increases the

All we have to do is assume that one of, the
factors affects the output of a processing stage
thereby affecting rate of processing at later

effect of memory set size can be taken as an
indiCation that the comparison process operates

degrading can affect the quality of the output
of a stimulus

identification stage (i.e. ,

result of stimulus identification

if the

is a discrete

on unidentified visual representations

of the

"lg
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probes; as Sternberg suggested. However , in a
cascade model , visu1:\.1 degrading could affect

the ' asymptotic activations of . units at a
stimulus identifIcation level. If visual degrading

interaction in reaction- time experiments. Even
adopting the discrete stage model , it may

more important than has

generally been

acknowledged to consider the possibility that

as well , \lnless there were an intervening
effective ceiling of some sort. In fact , even if

stages.

processes occurred in discrete stages , the

additive factors method. There

assumption that the output of each process is
a set of ' continuous variables rather than a
discrete code or set -of codes is sufficient to

information- processing tasks in which the

affected the quality of the output of a process

at one level , it would do so at all later levels

factors might affect the outputs, and not only
the durations , of hypothesized processing
I am not

idea that

suggesting that we abandon the
are many

component processes occur '

in

successive stages seems very plausible, and the
leave open the possibility that factors affecting assumption that factors that affect the duration
the output of any ;processing stage might of a process would not affect thequaJity of its
produce overadditive :interactions with factors output seems reasonable in many of these
directly influencing the duration of any sub- . cases. I leave it to further research to determine
which tasks are better thought of as operating
sequent stage.
The possibility that the outputs of processes in cascade and which as operating iIi discrete
c~~n he affected

by experimental factors con-

siderably weakens the additive factors method
as Sternberg (1969a , 1969b) was aware. In

fact , he suggested

that

it might be necessary

to include as part of the definition of a stage

stages. The point is simply

that when we do

not know which model to choose , the possibility
that processes are operating in cascade or even

just the possibility that their outputs are
sets of continuous quantities may make it

literature in

difficult to reach unambiguous interpretations
of patt~rns ' of additivity and interaction in
reaction- time experiments. '
The effects of errors and criterion relaxatidn.
We have seen that reaction- time results are
often ambiguous. The potential for ambiguity
is increased by the fact that subjects probably
do not always adhere to a fixed. criterion.
Instead , it often appears that subjects relax

strong support for the

accepting poorer and poorer information as the
basis for responding at later times (e. , Reed

the stipulation that its output be unaffected by
factors that affected its duration. Another way
of saying the same thing is simply to note that

. additive factors logic will not generally apply

if factors affect the outputs

as well as the

durations of stages. Perhaps one reason why
this problem has ' not been more seriously

many instances in the
which factors have produced
additive effects. Until now , many such
instances of additivity have seemed to be
explored lies in the

discrete stage model

their criterion as time

goes on , essentially

and the additive factors method that rests on it.

1976). Such a tendency is probably partially

Although it has been shown

that parallel

limited capc..city models could

imitate some

correlation
between reaction time' and error rate across
experimental conditions. Depending on the'

predictions of serial models (Townsend , 1974),
no previous treatment of parallel-contingent
processes has indicated that the additivity of

rate manipulations might hold up in

that affect the

asymptotic output of a process in conjunction

with a manipulation that alters the r ate

slope and curvature of the relation between
the accuracy criterion and time since stimulus

such

conditions. 3 Additive effects are even compat-

ible with manipulations

responsible for the usual positive

of a

relatively fast process in the system under

consideration. Since discreteness can no longer

be inferred from additivity, it behooves any
researcher to consider carefully whether the
discrete stage model should be adopted before

using it to analyze patterns of additivity and

3 In work done independently and at about . the same
time as the present research ,

Townsend and Ashby

(Note 2) have noted an interesting related result.

Defining stage duration as the time between a pulsed
input to a stage and the final output , they have ~hbwn
that when two stages are arranged in cascade , the
total duration of the pair of stages (i. , time from the
presentation of a pulsed input to the first and the final
output of the second) is equal to the sum of the durations of the separate stages. Further , tl1eyfind that

additivity of factor effects holds for the joint manipulation of factors affecting the durations of separate stages.

-----.------.. - ...--. .
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Table 4

Effects of Simple and Joint Manipulations of Characteristics of Processes in Casaule on the

Parameters of the Time- Accuracy

Curve

Manipulation

Result

_____n

Simple effects

Reduce relative asymptotic activation
Decrease rate of relatively fast process
Decrease rate of relatively slow process

Reduce asymptote

Increase delay

Increase delay and decrease rate

Effects of insertion

Insert relatively fast process

Increase delay (possibly affect asymptote)

Insert relatively slow process

Increase delay and decrease rate
(possibly affect asymptote)

Combined effects
Reduce rates of two different fast processes
Reduce rate of two relatively slow processes
Reduce rate of same process twice

Reduce rate of one process and relative
asymptotic activation
Reduce relative asymptotic activation twice

presentation , this can turn an additive effect
into an interaction or vice versa. Compounding
the problem still further , high error rates for

conditions producing long reaction

times

introduce potential distortion of the observed

mean reaction time from the mean reaction
time that would be observed had

errors not

removed trials that might otherwise

have

. produced long reaction times. As a result , it
may be very difficult to reach a firm conclusion
about the locus of the effect of a manipulation
in a reaction- time experiment. It might be

possible , with additional assumptions , to take

Additive delay effects
Slightly underadditive delay and rate effects
Overadditive effects 011 delay with rate
effects if process becomes rate- limiting
Independent effects

Independent effects (additive or proportional)
under the cascade model ,

fixed criterion

ambiguity is introduced by the dubious status
of the fixed criterion hypothesis itself. Thankfully, we need not be trapped in this ambiguity.
We may use the deadline ami response-signal
methods for analyzing the shape of thc
time-accuracy curve to avoid many of the
ambiguities.
As Table 4 illustrates , the relation between
the effects of manipulations on the underlying
processes and the resulting tin-ie accuracy
curve is well specified under the cascade model.

' it is possible to use the parameters

the effects of errors and criterion relaxation

In fact

into account in reaction-

of the best- fitting

time experiments.

However , the interpretation of the results of
reaction- time experiments would then depend

additional assumptions , which might be difficult to check. For

on the accuracy of these

this reason , I think the method

described

below may well offer our best hope for determining the specific nature of the effect of an
experimental manipulation on the underlying

processes.

Toward a Method for Analyzing
Processes in Cascade

In the context of the cascade model , standard
reaction- time methods have serious drawbacks.
Many patterns of results that are unambiguous
under the discrete stage model are ambiguous

even accepting the
and additional

hypothesis ,

curve given by Wickclgren

equation as the basis for inferences ahoul.

the effects of certain parameter manipulations
on the underlying processes. Some ambiguities

do remain. We cannot distinguish between a
manipulation that inserts a process and one
that alters the rate of a process , as we found

effect of imagery on
retrieval of paired associates (Corbett , 1077).
Nor can we specify the locus of the effect of a

in the discussion of the

manipulation that alters the asymptote of
the time-accuracy curve , even when the
asymptote manipulation is carried out . in
conjunction with manipulations of other

factors. However , we can specify more precisely

the type of effect of a manipulation on the
time-accuracy curve , and by performing these
simple manipulations we can determine

'-/

..,
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19. Three wen-chosen points are sufficient to determine the parameters of Wickelgren s equation.

Figure

manipulation affects th~ rate or
asymptote of a process. If a rate parameter is

wheth~r a

affected , w~ can goon to ask whether a process

whose rate is affected by a manipulation is
the rate-

limiting protess.

A difficulty with using the parameters of the
time-accuracy curve as the basis for inferences
about the underlying system of processes is

that this method seems to require the collection
of . a large amount of data from individual

subjects. To do these studies right ,

subjects

must be trained to conform their behavior to
the deadline or response signal that is in force.

Apparently some training is required for most
subjects (ShouteD. & Bekker , 1967; Wickelgren

simply obtaining a point far enough out on the
time~accuracy curve to ensure that it

effectively asymptotic. Presumably, this can
subjects
instructions that stress. accuracy without
be accomplished by. simply giving

speed, paying them

off wen for
accurate performance.
regard to

Once the asymptote has been determined for

a particular experimental condition , it remains

only to determine the slope and intercept of
the approach to asymptote: To' do this ,

it is

only strictly necessary. to obtain two points
along the rising portion of the time-accuracy
curve , set at about one third and two thirds
of asymptotic accuracy (Figure 19). It may be

average data before computing the time-

difficult to choose just the right temporal
placement of the deadline or response signal

accuracy curve , since averaging can

distort
especially if there are large dis-

to obtain these points

its shape ,

of titration procedure can be used to zero in:

1917). In addition ,

it is

not

appropriate to

but

perhaps Some. sort

crepancies between individuals. Therefore
very large numbers of trials are usually run
on each subject (e. , Reed , 1976 , ran 12 180
trials per subject).
Some of these problems can be alleviated
however , since it may
not
be necessary to

on it (see Jackson , 1978 , for a preliminary

obtain more than three different points on the

a delay, as given by Wickelgren s equation.

time- accuracy curve for each subject in each
condition , given that we know the general

shape of the curve. In fact ,

it is possible

determine the placement of the asymptote by

attempt). Furthermore , it is

not

necessary that

the placement of the points along the curve

be exactly the same in all conditions , so long
as the time- accuracy curve conforms to an

exponential approach to asymptote following

If we know the asymptote and have two

points on the rising portion of the curve , there
is only one curve conforming to Wickelgren

equation that will go through all the points.
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underlying activation function mayb~ simply

a process at a high asymptotic accuracy level.
It may always be possible to lower the asymp-

freely and

tote (e.g. , by visual degrading), but lowering

An alternative method for extracting
to ' allow

the subject to respond

the

compute accuracy conditional on reaction

the asymptote may affect subjects '

time (Grice , Nullmeyer , & Spiker , 1977;
Lappin & Disch , 1972a, 1972b , 1973; Shouten

of processing strategies and remove effective

choices

ceilings that might come into play at higher

how to get

& )3ekker , 1967). Assuming that variations in
reaction titne in these studies can be attributed

around these problems. .

entirely to variation in the placement of a
response activation criterion (Grice et a1.

inferences about the characteristics of processes

1977), it is possible to reconstruct the underly-

that are assumed to be operating in accord with

seems unlikely that this will be the sole source

the assumptions of the cascade model. In
addition and perhaps just as importantly, it

of variation in reaction time; in addition to

provides a set of

the possibility

the model that can be used as a

ing activation function. Unfortunately, it
of

stimulus variability and

variability inbase activations of response units
response execution time presumably varies in
some fashion from trial to trial as well (McGill

accuracy levels. It is not clear

Table 4 provides us with a basis for making

predictions derivable from
basis for

testing and possibly rejecting or elaborating

the cascade mode1. For example , in analyzing
performance in some task , we may find that

1963).

. two manipulations

However we determine the parameters of
the time-accuracy curve , we can then compare
the$e across conditions to deterInine what
parameters were affected by the manipulation

have noticeable underadditive effects on the
delay parameter when they are combined. If

that ' differed between them , using Table 4 as
a guide. Under the assumptions of the cascade
model , it is clear from th~ table that the joint

effects of two manipulations

that affect the delay
parameter of the time- accuracy curve will

, we would know that at least one of the
assumptions underlying the cascade model

must be incorrect for the system of processes
in question.

do not always

Discussion

tell us anything more than we can learn from

studying the , effects of the two manipulations

taken separately.

we may wish
to hold off on performing a factorial experiment
Therefore ,

until we have identified two factors

whose
give us

joint manipulation could potentially
more information. For example, if we know
that one manipulation only influences the
asymptote of the time- accuracy curve, then
we know that we will not be able to learn
exactly wher~ in the system of processes this
effect is introduced by combining this manip-

ulation with another one. On the other hand
if we have two manipulations that affect the
dynamiCs of th~ time-accuracy curve , then we
can cOInbine these 'manipulations factorially to

determine whether they affect the same or
different processes ,

following the logic which

guided Sternherg (1969a) when he formulated

the additive factors method.
A serious problem arises from the fact that
the inferences we can make about the organization of processes in cascade depends on the
measurement of the asymptote. Often ,

howhowever , we may be interested in- investigating

Looking back at the

cascade model ,

assumptions

of

the

it is clear that many of them

are oversimplifications , at least for many
interesting cases. For example , there is no
particular reason why au. of the component
processes that contribute to the identification

of a word need to operate

strictly in accord

with a unidirectional flow of information from
one process to the next. There may be sonie

bypassing of levels (e.
least ,

, for

some words at

the outline shape of the word may

directly signal its identity, supplementing

the usual path of preliminary letter analysis;
McClelland , 1977). There may also be withinlevel interactions (Anderson , 1977; Anderson

, 1977). Although the asymptotic effects
interactions can perhaps be
simulated by between-levels interactions , their
dynamic effects may ' be somewhat different
(Furnas , Note 3). Finally, we cannot rule out
the possibility of feedback effeCts in which the
results of processing at higher levels affect the
activation of units at a preceding level (Rumelhart , 1977).
et a1.

of within- level
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Even if processes operate strictly in cascade
they may not conform

to all of the specific

of
parameter manipulations ' as the curves
generated by the cascade equation. McClt~liand

aSsumptions of the cascade model. For one

(Note 1) showed that the same applies to the

thing, the simple first-order differential equa-

curves generated by units that

tion given to characterize the dynamics of the
system may bea great oversimplification. In

sets

compare two
a weighted
that the cascade

, of inputs by computing

product. These facts suggest

fact, a much more complicated nonlinear equation (as well as the shifted

exponential

it) will serve as a rather
approximation to the function that

differential equation appears to be necessary
to characterize the behavior of the early stages

that approximates

of visual information processing (Ganz , 1975;

might be derived from a wide range of more

Sperling & Sondhi , 1968). It is probably an
equally serious oversimplification to imagine
of
all units at the same
that the rate constants
processing level are all equal. If this assumption

complex models.

breaks down ,

the

close

It also appears that some of the other
findings derived from the cascade model may
be quite general as well. first , the fact that

the dynamics of all elements

mathematical simplicity

of' the

same

responding from
relative activation curves are simplifications

processing level are identical does not depend
on the simple first-order form of the differential
equation given by Equation 2. The dynamic
function may be considerably more complex

also. For example , there is some indication that

as long as aU of the elements within a given

response execution time in response signal

level share the same equation with the same

the

constant or constants , and as long as the system

the ~ascade model is destroyed.
Finally, the assumptions required to derive
of

the timing and accuracy

of

experiments may depend on the ease

decision (as given by d' ; Corbett & Wick~lgren

1978), violating the assumption that

time is a constant.
In

spite

of

execution

these oversimplifications ,

the

remains linear (Furnas , Note 3). Second , it is
also likely that manipulations of the dynamics
of relatively fast processes will only have a

shifting effect' on the activation

function

job in

regardless of their exact dynamics , and

the time-accuracy
experimental
of
of
time-accuracy
manipulations from a variety
experiments. Whether these accounts attest
of
the model , to the robustness
to the veracity
,
or
to
its indistinguishability from
of its results
other models is not entirely clear. But several
points are worth making. For one thing, if the
of
processes
rate- limiting process in a system
in cascade conforms to the simple first-order
differential equation given by Equation 2

manipulations of the dynamics of relatively
slow processes will continue to determine the
slope of the activation function.
It appears , then , that the cascade model has
wide applicability as a first-order approxima-

model seems to have done a good
accounting

curve and

for

of

the shape

the

for

effects

tion and heuristic guide for research. I have
only shown how the model may be applied to

the analysis

of speed- accuracy curves and

the

mean reaction times. However , it should
obvious how the model might be elaborated
to generate predictions about the shape of
reaction- time distributions and probability of

the

errors in different conditions , following the

curve.
, that
example
The Appendix illustrates
the effects of driving the output of a process
against its ceiling can be approximated
adequately by an exponential approach to the
ceiling as long as the system contains at least
one other process that is somewhat slower in

lead of Ratcliff (1978). Furthermore , the

the exact dynamics of other processes in
system will make very little difference to
general shape

of

the time-accuracy
for

rate. The Appendix also illustrates that

cascade model may also be applicable to
experiments studying accuracy of

perception"

under a variety of dlfferent target and masking
conditions. Thus , the model has the potential
for tying together not. only react ion- t ime and
speed- accuracy research but also research on
the accuracy of

perception. The examination

processes containing units driven by the largest

of the range of its applicability and of the

of their inputs also generate curves with the

situations in which it breaks down provides

, same general shape and show the same effects

an exciting prospect for future research.
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Appendix
Derivation of the Cascade Equation

The intention of this section

1 on unit j .

effect of a unit j' at level

is to sketch

. the mathematiCs behind the derivation of the
cascade equation. The presentation should be
reasonably accessible to anyone who has a

rough familiarity with the basic

concepts

covered in a freshman course in calculus. The
discussion begins with a presentation of a
notation for representing the output of a

proces'sing level as a whole and for representing
the action of the processing level on

its inputs

to produce the outputs. The notation comes
from the work of Anderson (1977; Anderson
et aL , 1977). Background for this material
may be found in standard texts on linear
algebra (e.g. , Divinsky, 1975). The next
section presents the derivation of the cascade

equation. The derivation is not novel, and in
fact the dynamic portion of the cascade
equation has a long history, reviewed by

level

n.

constants

Consider the entire set of weight
wi' i' We can arrange these constants

into a matrix in which each column is the set
of weight constants for the effects of each of the
- 1

units of level

on a single unit at level

and each row is the set of weight constants for

1 on

the effects of a single unit at level
n.

each of the units of level

The matrix permits us to translate a vector

An- I representing the asymptotic output of
one level

into a vector An, representing the

asymptotic output of the next level by simply
multiplying the input times the matrix. Thatis,

An = An-,I Mn,

(A3)

where Mn stands for the matrix of

weight
n.

constants associated with processing level

The visual input to the processing system
can be represented by a vector in which the

McGill and Gibbon (1965). A fuller discussion

luminance of each point is given by the value

of the techniques used in the derivation

This vector characterizes

presented in any standard electronics text on
network analysis (e.g. , van Valkenburg, 1974).

More abstract presentations may be found in
textbooks on differential equations (Simmons,
1972).
Consider the set of
Vectors and matrices.
linear integrator units at the nth processing
level in a system of processes in cascade. Let
represent the activation of unit j at
represent the
ani
level
and let
at time
asymptotic activation of the unit to an input

ani(t)

initiated at

asymptotic output of the

(AI)

anN),

an;'

n.

is the nurnber of units at level

is then a vector in which the value of each
element of the vector represents the activation
of one of the units. The input to level nis
- 1 , which can be
just the output of level
represented by the vector An-

The aCtivatibn

Each of several processing levels in a system
of processes in cascade

level to which a

linear

integrator unit will be driven by its inputs is

weight constants, passing the result on to the
next process. The asymptotic output of level
is then simply given by

An = Ao IT Mi.

activation of a given unit will approach the
asymptotic activations

of its inputs:
L Wi' ia(n-- I)i"

(A2)

i'

where j'
WJ' i

indexes the units at level

activation of each unit at

is the weight constant

is given by

level

constant (the rate constant) times the

difference between the level

the element is

activation level the
unit has already achieved. Since we have

being driven to and the
assumed that the

kniS

are all equal at level

the expression for the activation of the

level

of processing as a whole is

(An- I(t)Mn

(t)).

(AS)

Laplace transforms.
The differential equation represented by Equation A5 characterizes

the. dynamic behavior of processing level

I t turns

out that

there is an alternative

characterization in terms of

1 and
expressing the

The

differential equation.

model assumes that the rate of change of

sum of the inputs. . As
the system approaches equilibrium, then , the

ani

(A4)

i=1

equal to the weighted

weighted sum of the

receives the output

of one process and processes it according to its

Vector form of the

(anI,

so it is

process as a whole

by An, defined by
where

first processing level in the system ,
appropriate to call it Ao.

O. We can denote the

time

An =

of the corresponding element of the vector.
the input to the

the Laplace

transform of the characteristic differential

equation. Roughly, Laplace transforms are

=
~- ~

:::;;
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to differential equations what logarithms are
Taking logs lets us
do addition instead of multiplication to solve
arithmetic problems; taking Laplace transforms lets us do algebra instead of calculus to
solve differential equations. First we take
to arithmetic expressions:

the Laplace transform

of the differential

solution;

equation, we manipulate it algebraically, then

we take the inverse
Let

transform to get the
for

be a function of

f(t)

the Laplace transform of

is given by

f(t)

L(f(t)J

;::: O. Then

(A6)

= ioO

Thus, the Laplace transform takes the given
function
associates with it another
J(t)

and

function

in

The

J(s).

is a dummy

J(s)

variable. It can take any value we want to

give it, but for

now we just

leave it as

and vice versa, so that
is unique to
f(t)
J(s)
if we know either one , we can determine the
other. In fact, tables of Laplace transforms
exist to

make translation from one

in terms of its transfer fullction times
Repeating this . process successively

and substituting into Equation AI0 , we get
ki

(s) = Ao(s)

(All)

fr Mi

iT
0=1

0 0=1

We now have a transfer function for the entire
bracketed
expression, In principle, we can determine

system of processes given by the
(s),

(t),
given that we know
Ao(t).

and from this

the form of the input

Incorporating the temporal form of the input.

f(t)e .tdt.

J(s)

(s)

An- 2(S).

An.,.-

to the

other quite painless.

The real benefit of Laplace transformation

This article is concerned with stimuli that a
instantly illuminated
= 0 and then left
ate
on until after all of the events of interest have
transpired. In this
u (t)Ao,

where

u (t)

is given by

Ao(t)

case,

is the

the
-( 0 and

unit step function,

function that has the value 0 fot
for

t;:::

= l/s, Equation

L(u(t)J

O. Since

All

becomes
(s)

Aollr

~ k

III

Mil (A12)

We need only take the inverse transform of the
expression and we are done.

Taking the inverse transform.

To find the

we have to break the
expression into parts whose inverse transforms

for our purposes come s from the fact that the
transform of the derivative of a function is
related in a simple algebraic way to the

inverse transform ,

transform of the function itself:

partial fractions (see
van Valkenburg, 1974 , for a discussion of the

L(

(A7)

f(O),

sJ(s)

f(t)
J =

where

is the value of

f(O)

f(t)

= O.

at

are known. The problem

is solved using

Heaviside s method of

rilethod). The method reveals that

~ft~
;=1

N ow we are ready to
take the transform of Equation AS. It is simply
The transfer function,

sAn (s)

Z;o!l kz - k1

- An (O)

kz

(s)).

ki(An- l(S)Mn

(A8)

Let us treat the case in which there are no
'\tions at any level.. (We will

!L

consider below the effects of base activations.
Then An (O) = 0 , so the preceding expression
reduces to

(An- 1(S)Mn

'- An (s)),

(A9)

i=l
-'-kit

(s

we get

kz

fI
Z;o!i kz

The inverse transform of 1/

and the
Rearranging and dividing through by

+ki

kz

initial acti "

(s)

ki S

kz

... - Fli

kn s

. (A13)
ki s
is 1 (for
(s

inverse transform of 1/

ki)

is.

Substituting Equation A13 back into

Equation A12, we get
(s)

An-1(S)

Mn

(AIO)

An (t)
= Ao

The expression in brackets succinctly expresses
the relation between the input to process
and its output. It is called the transfer function
of process

The procedure that produced Equation AIO

can be used again to derive an expression for

i-1-:Ei-I IT ~--

IT M;

Icit

l;o!i kz

(A14)

indexed by j,
For ;lIlY given unit at level
its asymptotic activation given the presentation of stimulus

S (ani/s)

is equal to the value

)'

.=

PROCESSES IN CASCADE

lln

Ao/s

of the jth element of the vector

Mi.
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and

sponses initiated at time

The activation function for the unit is then
-kit

kl

anj/s

i=l

:ft
l~i kl

(A1S)

2 2

The cascade
aY/ll f

equation tells us

n (t) and that

all/n )r

(all/II

Derivatian of the Relation Between Time

and

Ac;curacy.
resented in the

The base activations repcascade model act as a back-

ground that stays approximately

within a given trial ,

so

constant

that activations

produced by stimuli are superimposed on them.
but these propagation effects would be expected

static along with their

sources. It might seem that these base activations, if incorporated into the cascade equation
the picture considerably.

However , if the system is linear, the effects of
inputs coming up through the perceptual
system simply add to the base activations.

so the

tion of response unit j given stimulus

Sand

a base activation that is normally distributed
with' mean zero and unit variance as

(A18)

n et).

normally distributed about the mean asymptotic effect of the set of stimuli associated with
the yes response. That is,
all/II

where

Y/II

0,11/11

(A19)

+ dCa , U II/II

is just the standard deviation of this

normal distribution. Note that we have yet to
include the deviation due to base activations.

Since the effect of the stimulus on the unit
varies with

the

the time since stimulus onset by

formula

all/II (t)

all/ll f

ll/lI Ce)

all/y f

n (t),

n et),

we find that

and since

dCa , U II/II )fn (t).

dCa , U II/II )(t)

Therefore, we can represent the total activa-

(A20)

Thus, we can see that the noise added by the
stimulus has standard deviation
lI/y f n et).
The noise due to the base activations of the
response units has a standard deviation of

HS, N(t)

so the standard deviation of the total noise is

aTj/ S

i=1

simply found by pooling the standard devia-

kit
IT
l~i kl

tions of the two additive sources of noise:

dCa 1),

(A16)

1) is a normal deviate drawn from
d(Q,
the standard normal distribution.
where

The formula for d' Consider a trial in
yes-no experiment. Let the activation at time
of the yes response unit, given a stimulus
appropriate to that response , be given by
all/II (t),

all/lI Ce)

activation of the yes response unit by the
stimulus shown on a particular trial was

Of course, base activations at an early process-

would complicate

n (t),

What is the value of the denominator? In the
text, it was assumed that the asymptotic

ing level will be propagated to higher levels,
to stay reasonably

that

all/n f

all/n (t)

numerator of A17 becomes

which is the cascade equation.

Base activations.

y/n (t)2

Uy/y (t)2

UT(t)

anj/s (t)

II/II (t)

11/y

)fn (t)2

(A21)

An analogous expression can be written for
Substitution of Equations A18 and
II/n
(t).

A21 into Equation A17 produces

l(t)

all/n

(all/II

f,.

and let the activation of the same unit

by a stimulus appropriate to the no response
all/n et)
Let
all/n et).
all/lI Ce) and

i +

;/1I

(t)

;/n

(t)2

(A22)

be given by

represent the mean values of these quantities

over repeated trials.
II/n (t)

Also, let

II/II (t)

and

represent the standard deviations of the

activations of the yes response unit when

stimuli are presented from the yes and no
stimulus sets, respectively. . For responses
initiated on the basis of the activations at
signal detection theory (Green &
Swets, 1966) tells us that
time

1 t

all/n et)

all/y et)

d'

where

r(t)

A17

UT(t)

stands for the accuracy of ree

If we let

stand for the pooled standard

deviation of the two response units (which
equal to VC(u Y/1I
and we take
Yln )/2J)
into account the 100-msec delay between the

article. '

time of response initiation and the time of the

actual response , we obtain the expression for
a' (t)

in a yes- no task given in the text of this

Dynamics of Maximum Units

A maximum unit is simply

a unit whose

output is driven to the activation level of the
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4. 0

3. 0

1. 0
1-1

1. 0

ct::

1. 5

1-1

4. 0
ct::

3. 0

1. 0
O. 0

. 50 1. 0 1. 5
T I ME (see)

(a) The largest activation in a set of word detectors is shown for two different cases: The
solid curve illustrates the case in which the word primed is the word shown , and the broken curve illus"

Figure AI.

trates the case in which the word primed is not the word shown.

(The curves are generated assuming

three processes preceding the maximum unit. ) (b) The outputs of units two processes beyond the process
containing the maximum unit for the same two cases. (The rate constants of all processes are approx"
imately equal to 10.

largest of the inputs. If we assume that the
base activations are 0 at all levels on the input
side of a maximum unit, the unit will behave
exactly like a regular linear integrator with a
single input. The input unit with the highest

asymptotic activation will have the highest
activation for all

t:;:.

0, so the maximum unit

will be driven by the same input unit through-

out any given trial.
Complications arise if there are nonzero

base activations on the input side of a maxthe same input unit will
necessarily have the largest activation

imum unit; because

not

level through the course of a trial. For example

consider two trials in a lexical decision task.
Assume that preceding both trials, the subject
is shown the word DOCTOR as a prime. On one

trial the target is NURSE,

and on the other

- is BUTTER. The prime will presumably produce

a base activation in the detector

for NURSE

"'

;::::..

."

PROCESSES IN CASCADE

but not in the detector

for BUTTER. At the

beginning of the experimental trial , then the
most strongly activated word detector will
presumably be the one for the word . NURSE,
regardless of the actual. target. This base

activation will . of . course produce a base
maximum unit and of any

activation of the

329

other units further along in the system that
are activated by the maximum unit or its
successors. When the word NURSE is presented,
the output of the corresponding detector

most strongly activated unit, it will continue
to be most strongly activated. As a result, the

1. 0
1-1

1. 0
1-1

1. 0

O. 0

. 40

TIME

. 60 . 80
(sec)

1. 0

(a) The effect of a ceiling activation level on the activation function for a unit driven by a
step ~function input. (The input would tend to drive the activation of the unit to twice its ceiling level
with a rate constant of 10 Cdotted curveJ, but the growth in activation stops at the ceiling Csolid curveJ.
The dashed curve illustrates an approximation to the solid curve in the form of an ordinary exponential
approach to the ceiling with a rate constant of 30. ) (b) The output of the unit in a is input to a second
Figure A2.

unit with a rate constant of 10. (The actual activation function Csolid curveJ and the simulation based

on the fast exponential approach to asymptote Cdashed curveJ are nearly identical ,
adequacy of the approximation.

will

grow , and since this detector starts out as the

indicating the

.""

HM~ 1-. ~~~~p~A.I~rQ
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thestil)l4lus will &~!11ply bl:) ~IlP~roftbe m;,j.~hrillm

siml,tl~t~ a f:j~i4r~tiqg prq~es!; with a

unit, a,s sbownin th~ solid curve ip.Fig\Jr~Al~.
the
target is ~PHE:R, 00 the other haoq,
largest output of
the
word level 'Yilt stay
the
cQnsta,ot until the ;:1ctivation
of
the d etef:tor
for
BUTTER s4rpas~es the (lctiva!~on
of
the

at th~poipt oJ s~tllf;;j.t:i.9p. Altl1ougp

effect

of

ip1f)Qsed on the ba,s~(lctivatioq

When

for

detector

NU~SE. The effect

the 4l1:prirp~q

of

ta,rget, then , will not pe exerted

on tQ~ ' m;;j.x
the detector
activation
of
the
imQm unit until
f~r the target reacqe& ' th~ level~fa~~!;~tij)n

t~tr!se!) !11,Qre q4j~Mf
iHqi(:~t~~ th~tthere

1\~;i

affair&ai)dtl1e
between ' the actyall)tate
of
~ppr~J(ima,#Q~h ' !h~ 4iscrepa,ncy washes Ollt
wli~q an. ' ~qqiti9~~1 r~latiYe!y slow ' pro,cess is
The slower
A:~b~
aS iIl4~tr~t~ il1 figure
fa,te!::9P!)toint ' of th~ ~.qq~d process ' or

~q4e9,

the'

prOf~~!)~!:J' the

~~~H~f ttie4is:creP~ncy wiJI be.

p~eeff~(;:t of!:Jatyriltioq. is that
rat~Of aPproach 19 the

The temporaJform

totes w~re it not

the loP4t t9 the

II1;.'!.X"

imum unit can be i'lPproximated by aqexpoaq a!iJymptote

nential approach

a delay. Using
easily determine

, following

to

llnh:o th~t wo41q Pe 4r~ye9

e~fHnple, a (:eiIin~
visl1~~ display

itrpakes the

c~iling qHferent for
di'ffer bt asymp-

for the saturation. , For

n#~ht cause portions
of

tpat are

of

high cootr~st

th!!, approximation, we caii
of
form
of
any
the outPllt

PWQllce sa.t!lration before lower contrast

levels downstr~am fr~)ll1

aJI tp~ 1,1111tl;; of the same proce$S have the same
r().t~sbre(lk~ 99WP. The q.istorting effects of

th~

unit at any nuinberof

the maximulllunit. ApplyiHg

this ITlethpq

determine the outPut, we ca.Ii see i(l FiglJreAlb
the
that
Ijelay will be propagated thf()J.Jghout
the

figlJre

qiscrepan.cy

som~

il)

of' thepfimed non!~rget, as i!ltJstrated QY tl:ie
dotted aO(~ dasheq. cllfves il1 FfgtJre 1\~"".
of

prOce~s

to an;lsywptote pl~ceq

system. This same approximation 'l11i!thod

portions. 1.11 su,ch C (l!).es, the assumption
tJ1eceiling co uld ~e propagate(j

tprough a

orte set

Meyer et at.

satJ.,lrate Q1)jckly acti;va.t.e ,

(1975) experiment.

all the way

there were a
to
the next

tbat the uijitl) t11ats.atur~teslowly activate
of
1,lpJt$at higher levels and units that

so

the discussion in the , text

th,e

if

prQCeS5eS

cimSistel1t mappiI).g from one level

wits IJsed in generating the curve& shown i(l
of

of

system

thai

1,Ioitl;;. Hqw~ver ,

different set

the ~ssul1:J.Ption o

fequal rates

Effect of Satura#()n,

col,lld stUryield an adequate approximation

What happens when tbe a,ctivation of a
unit reaches , a tpaXIIllUlllleve1 beyoqd wmcb
saturation
it cannot be driven py its input? This

bigh(!f lev:els int~g.r:ated inputs from units with

tIle ()Utput

effect is representeq in Figure AZ .lor a1Jnit

the
driven by a st.ep~ fJ.Jnction input. In
ilh,lstrilted case, thf input would drive the
unit

to

twice its ceiling level if the

ceiling

were not in place. The furtber the inputwoulq
tend

to

drive the response

of

the faster the activation

reach " its ceiling le~el.

beyond the ceiling,

the unit wOl,lld

Strictly

' speaking,

the

function relating t4e actiyation of th~ unit
to time is no longer an exponentia.l appro~,

to asym\-itote. However

' it is

' po$sible

of

~ mult.ilevel system if units

aian~,~ ofq!fferent s~turiltion times. Altbaugh

of ' the time~ accuracy ,curve
might b~ altereQ in this manner , the indepen4eflfe ofplte a(l4 asymptote p~rameters
tJ:tee~ct spap,e

t'l~ tiI11e-acc!lr~cycurve might still hold

fof!loitsat higher

levels.

acidition, a slow

would ameliorate the
i'U~tortio(l. In sUIj;l, lllary, then , it appears that
proce$S a.ta higher level

th,e

cascade mogcl may provide an adequate

approximation , eyen for cases in which some
of
the model are violated.
of
toe as~umptions
;R.eceived October

1978 .

